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Men might regard economic equality with favor or disfavor, according
to their economic positions, but every woman, simply because she was
a woman, was bound to be for it as soon as she got it through her head
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I was once asked, What science fiction do you like to read and watch?
Good science fiction should not just be driven by simple, black and white, Good vs. Evil
forces. It's a simplistic worldview which I find unhelpful in real life, and unattractive in fiction.
(For pure escapism, it is of course nice to know who you're supposed to be rooting for by their
white hats, but there's no "pure escapism" any more than there is politics-free entertainment.)
Instead of the "Dark Side" and the "Light Side" of whatever force or faith or power drives
the Universe, let's judge people by their actions; let's have complex characterisations of both
heroes and villains; or better, let's have two sides who both think they're the good guys. And to
some extent are right. Let's have good and bad causes (because the writers, producers, and artists have causes they believe in), and good and bad people on both sides of the conflict. And
good people who become frustrated and commit atrocities. And bad people who develop as human beings and become sick of the pain they cause.
And let's not have dark powers that corrupt you if you use them, even out of good motives.
Or that are inherited down a long line of sorcerors. Or that you can smell. And for goodness's
sakes let's not have any races that are intrinsically evil like Tolkien's orcs, or any other racist
stereotypes.
By all means let’s have space opera where the events are Earth-shattering, all-important,
cataclysmic—to our heroes. But our heroes are just individuals in a bigger Universe: not longlost princes, would-be messiahs, or unwilling saviours of the galaxy. The Universe is a big
place: one person’s actions are unlikely to make that big a difference. Okay, a lot of people may
depend on them, even a planet or solar system may be effected by the events of our space opera,
but there's plenty of Universe out there, and it will carry on regardless.
And there’s the best stuff of all, that breaks the rules. Including all these rules. And just tells
an important, beautiful, useful story. And that's exactly what the six stories in this issue of TFF
do: they're beautiful; they're important; they break the rules. But trust them: they know what
they're doing.
June 2009
The Future Fire (c) 2009
ISSN: 1746-1839
See submission guidelines at
http://futurefire.net/about/contrib.html
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The Contractor
by Terry Grimwood
Illustrations © 2009 Teresa Tunaley
i
This was the dangerous moment, that
less-than-one-second dead-spot, when armour and weaponry were deactivated and
the neutra-shield brought to full strength.
There were warnings of course, a feminine,
soft-but-not-to-be-disregarded voice that
oozed through the helmet communicator,
overrode the Babel of orders and counted
down the minutes to Leave Time. In the rage
and chaos of battle, however, there was little
a contract soldier could do to prepare.
Less than a second, long enough for a laser to lock on and slice dead armour and living flesh.
Soldier Nane was veteran enough to drop
below the rim of his foxhole and foetus-curl
in its belly the instant his final Leave Time
warning was honeyed into his ear.
The rim of the hole erupted into a tempest
of shattered earth. Un-deflected, a bounce
bomb thudded into the mud beside him.
Then exploded, dazzling turquoise, sun-hot,
ripping the air with a million shards of razored steel, hurled against, and vaporised by
Nane’s newly-powered neutra-shield.
Someone was screaming, one of his foxhole buddies, the insides of his belly, red,
black through the shrapnel-torn hole in his
armour and skin.
Nane pulled off his helmet and stood, the
universal signal that his tachograph had
switched his status from operational to
leave-taker. A tired solder, said the tachograph’s makers, is a dangerous soldier.
Smoke rolled across the war-ruined landscape, punctuated with explosions and fires
and rising to merge with the swirls of greygreen chemocloud that roofed the Earth. Laser licked around him, any foul shots bent
away by the shield.
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Only leave-takers were shield-protected
of course, because what was the use of a war
in which one unit of contract soldiers couldn’t destroy an opposing one? Inter-corporate
disputes could no longer be resolved. There
would be endless stalemate. The idea was
ludicrous, even to the soldiers themselves.
Nane looked down at the soldier with the
torn guts. He wanted to press a healer-pack
onto the gaping wound and give the poor
bastard a chance, but the terms and conditions were clear; a leave-taker was an absolute non-participant who must abandon the
battlefield immediately on the arrival of his
or her replacement.
So where the hell was his replacement?
Nane was bored mindless by this campaign. His current employer, the Andrak
3

Gobs of burning soil and molten flesh
arced upwards then rained down to splash
onto the torn ground and bounce wetly off
Nane’s shield. He was only dimly aware of
an Andrak assault unit as they rushed past
him, anonymous in their armour, firing from
the hip as they disappeared into the smokefogged NatStar line.
His fault.
He had distracted Ward, just long enough
for the bounce bombs to get through.
His fault...
Nane stared at the ruin where Ward had
died, unable to move his focus back to the
battle, to the watch for his replacement.
Something had torn inside him, just as brutally as that poor bastard was torn at the gut
down there in the foxhole.
He was feeling and that was wrong.
Thoughts and feelings were soldier-killers.
But he couldn’t stop.
Fuck and hell he couldn’t stop feeling...
He stood motionless as more assault units
swept by, a mind-numbed rock around which
wave on wave of soldiers eddied on their
way to war.

Corporation, had become mired in an increasingly expensive war of attrition against
NatStar Holdings over water supplies. So
bored was Nane in fact, that he was considering an offer from NatStar. Desperate defensive actions and crazed counter-attacks
were far more interesting than the inch-byinch advances overseen by Andrak’s unimaginative project managers.
He glanced down into the foxhole again.
The wounded man was still writhing in his
own mud-slimed mess. Nane didn’t know his
name. He had one of course. He had a whole
universe inside him. But to Nane he was just
another contractor, dying the way most contractors died. Nane wished suddenly that he
could fuck the terms and conditions. His
own helplessness choked him.
Just a healer-pack. An act of mercy—
“Nane, you lucky bastard!”
“Ward?” Nane shouted back across the
scorched desolation of no-man’s land. “I
should’ve known you’d be here.”
There was a loud, long laugh. Ward always laughed loud and long. Nane had
known him since childhood, had fought in
countless campaigns with him, both on the
same and on opposing sides, like now. Work
was work, friendship was friendship.
“Don’t bother with recCity,” Ward yelled,
raising his voice above the hiss and crackle
of laser fire. “I was there a couple of weeks
ago; drank it dry—”
“—and fucked it to exhaustion.” Nane
always finished this, one of Ward’s more
mellow sayings.
Aircraft screamed overhead. A moment
later the NatStar-held horizon was washed
out by a tac-nuke detonation, its glare filtered by Nane’s neutra-shield. Jesus, Andrak
must be desperate, tac-nukes were expensive, not only to buy but to clean up afterwards.
“Kill you later!” Nane shouted in Ward’s
general direction.
He heard that long, loud laugh—
A volley of bounce bombs shrieked overhead and ploughed into the NatStar positions. Nane flinched back as Ward’s foxhole
erupted into liquid flame.
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recCity was a 500 floor pyramid of glass,
steel, concrete, flesh, alcohol, and dissolution. Its roots were in the broken, exhausted
earth and its peak scraped the boiling swirl
of chemocloud under which man lived,
breathed and scrabbled for existence. recCity
was light and noise, vision and sensation, the
place where contract soldiers forgot the wars
and civilian pleasure-seekers risked their
lives.
In a nameless club on recCity’s fifteenth
floor, Soldier Nane drank beer and popped
chemicals while an electro-band pumped nihilistic rhythms into, and bleak memories out
of, the war-burnt minds of the dancers
crushed around him. Above his head, the
club’s teasers smeared vaginal fluid over the
glass ceiling as they writhed through their
endless, drug-fuelled siren dance. Teasers
were cheap, a buffet of delights, available for
a set price and to be enjoyed for as long as
the libido could stand it.
4

“Sorry...” too gruff and loud.
She answered, eyes locked on his.
“What?” Nane yelled back at her. “I can’t
hear...”
“I said it’s okay.”
She didn’t move, neither did Nane. They
stood front-to-front, crammed close by the
crowd.
“I’d like to dance with you,” Nane said,
loud again. It sounded like an order, a battlefield command. People turned to stare.
The woman frowned, studied him.
Then smiled.
And nodded.
Later, they leaned on the great balcony,
staring out across the glittering sweep of recCity. Its landscapes and structures were delineated by a starfield of artificial light, its
heartbeat was the discordant thud of music.
“I’d given up,” the woman said.
“On what?”
“You were staring at me all night, but you
never made a move or even smiled.”
Nane shrugged. He didn’t know how to
answer. Women didn’t usually talk to him
like this. They normally sighed and moaned
and told him how handsome he was and how
big...
“I’m Eva,” said the woman. Soft name.
As good to say as its owner had been to
dance with, light, warm, every touch and
movement electric.
“I’m Soldier Nane.”
“Soldier? Don’t you have a first name,
Nane?” The woman chuckled. The rhyme
was funny to Nane as well, the way everything was funny to him at this moment.
“We’re only given one name.”
“But your family—”
“You don’t know much about soldiers.”
“No, I don’t.”
“Then what are you doing in recCity?”
“My boss owns a brothel chain, he’s looking to open a new outlet here. I’m a PA. I
organise his life.”
“And he leaves you to fend for yourself at
night?”
“This is the first time I’ve left my hotel. I
was too scared before and I was pretty
scared tonight.”

Nane reached for the white narco-caps in
the help-yourself bowl on the bar and tried
not to look at the woman again.
He looked.
The woman sat alone at a table on the
next tier, near the entrance to the teaser buffet. She played nervously with a glass of
rose, anxious-looking, not having a good
time. The woman had red hair, a finefeatured, pale-skinned face, wore a tight, emerald sheath and was not a whore. Nane had
no proof of that, but he could tell. Like most
contract soldiers, Nane was an expert on
whores.
Nane brought a narco-cap to his lips.
Oblivion was called for. Thoughts and feelings were ruining his leave, and the woman
up there would only stir up a fresh batch of
them. He was better off with the teasers.
He looked at the woman again.
Go to her...
No, he would make a fool of himself. He
was used to talking to soldiers, prostitutes
and barmen, but not women. Women-typewomen.
He tried to concentrate on getting the barman’s attention for a re-fill to wash down the
caplet.
The woman drained her glass, a dainty
gesture. She was leaving, any moment now.
Her body was poised, ready to stand. Nane
knew body language. Knowing body language helped keep him alive.
She slid back her chair, picked up her
bag—
Nane moved fast, eyes locked on some
point above the woman’s shimmering, tumble of red hair.
I should walk right past her, go to the
teasers...
Nane barged through the tangled knots of
drunks, dancers and drunken dancers, ignoring their curses and threats. There was no
one here for him to be afraid of, except the
woman. He was afraid of the woman.
She was on her feet, coat over her arm,
searching for the exit and looking frightened.
I’ll look after you...
Trajectory carefully planned, paths merging, accidental collision.
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stand...”
“Just a shame,” Eva said. She was looking at him, her emerald green eyes tearing
layer after layer of gnarled flesh from his
heart. He touched her face then drew her
tightly to himself and kissed her mouth.

You don’t have to be scared anymore...
“So, why didn’t your family give you a
first name?” Eva said.
“Worker families can’t afford more than
one kid. They sell any surplus offspring to
the military corporations, who re-name us
with something easy to shout out on the parade ground.”
“I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to—”
Nane shrugged. “I was a baby. I don’t remember anything except military school.
Other soldiers—” Like Ward, and the poor
bastard dying in my foxhole. “—they’re my
family.”
“You’re one of the oldest soldiers I’ve
seen around here.”
I don’t know how old I am. I don’t know
anything...
Eva looked at him. “I guess that means
you’re good at your job.”
“Just careful.”
He almost told her about Ward at that moment, but stopped himself in time. You didn’t tell civilians about the wars. And you
never told anyone how you felt.
“Have you ever thought of retiring?”
Yes, this time he had, which was why he
had been shovelling in the narco-caps, to
keep such crazy thoughts at bay...
“The manufactories would drive me insane.”
“It doesn’t have to be the manufactories—”
“Who else wants used-up soldiers?”
“You could join an intersteller survey
company, get off the planet.”
And travel space in a rammer? Who the
hell would want to do that?
They would take him of course. The
search for resources was desperate. There
had to be good planets out there somewhere,
ripe for the picking, to be claimed, deflowered and fought over.
“Why do you care, Eva, I’m just a soldier?”
“It would be a shame if... you know...”
“A shame?” Nane was puzzled. Death or
maiming was a hazard of the job, the shadow
he had towed around since his childhood in
the corporate war school. “I don’t underThe Future Fire 2009.16
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The nightmare was of red and black, of
smoke and flame, of a spiralling screaming
hell that spun about him faster and faster and
from which Ward shrieked his name as
blood poured from the chaos-coloured walls
of the whirlwind—
“Nane...” Someone was trying to hold
him down. A woman...Eva, Eva was here, in
his hotel pod, naked in his bed. “Nane,
what’s wrong?”
“Dreams,” Nane answered then regretted
it instantly. You didn’t admit the bad or fearsome. You swallowed every pain and hurt,
locked it tight lest it distract and kill you.
“About the wars?”
Nane nodded. He had opened the lid now,
no point trying to hide.
“Something happened didn’t it?”
“It doesn’t matter.”
“It does.”
“Why do you want to know? Are you a
headhunter?”
Say no. Tell me I’m not being honeytrapped...
“I’m a PA, that’s all. And...and I care
about you.”
You’re one of the last who do because
even Ward is dead now...
Nane hesitated, a dangerous question tangled in his throat. “If...if I retired, and if I
went out to the colonies. Would...” He tried
again. “Would you come with me?”
“You don’t know me. I don’t know you.
I...”
“There isn’t time for people to know each
other.”
“Not in your world Nane. I understand
that. Mine is different, mundane, slow.”
“Dead.”
This time the pause was long. Nane panicked, perhaps he had gone too far, spoken
out of turn.
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sacred employees.
Another Andrak casualty, a glimpsed,
oily explosion.
Entrance.
Toss in a handful of gut-rippers, down,
blast, the rattle of shrapnel, screams, smoke.
In, in in...
Reception area, shattered, burning. Four,
no five gut-ripped corpses. Four employees
and a contractor who had lost her helmet,
Nane saw long, blood-stained blonde hair
and recognised Illins. He hadn’t fought with,
iv
or against, her for many years but once met,
Wall breached, concrete shattered.
Nane was on his feet and into the billow Illins was never forgotten.
More Andrak contractors ran into recepof dust-heavy smoke.
tion. An officer signalled Nane towards the
Through.
smoke-obscured, glass stairs.
Into the NatStar compound.
Didn’t want to go there. It would be deLasers lashed from the main office block,
fingered the ruin that surrounded it, scrab- fended, stairs always were.
So fucking what? It was his job wasn’t it.
bled through debris and mud in a desperate
So go, now.
search for flesh to burn.
Eva again, touching his face.
Now, go, now, now, now...
Will you come with me Eva? Will you?
Across torn, smouldering asphalt, eyes
fixed on the NatStar entrance. Someone After this?
The officer screamed orders and invective
down, to Nane’s the right, a torso and head
into Nane’s helmet.
cartwheeled bloodily
What the fuck is wrong with you? Go,
across his path.
Too far to run. Defensive fire too heavy, you bastard, up the fucking stairs. Go. Now.
Up, tired and aching, weaving towards the
too meshed.
stairs, jumping over the bodies, debris, into
Afraid. Jesus, I’m afraid...
Nane had never been afraid before. Not the smoke and up.
Cautious now, one tread at a time. Laser
like this.
His head was full of Eva, her voice, the humming, thumb on trigger.
Tense. Waiting for the shot. That shot.
feel of her, the want of her, taking too much
The final shot...
space, too much energy.
Landing.
Run, come on, run you stupid bastard, run
“Clear.” Boots trampled the glass treads
and weave, drop, fire, run, weave, drop, fire,
behind him.
run...
Corridor to the left. Relatively untouched
Figures suddenly swarmed from the
NatStar entrance, Last Stand Syndrome. though smoke-misted. Too many doors.
First door, boot-smashed. Empty but for
There was no one more loyal than an employee, born in the company hospital, desks and chairs and the melted corpses of
housed in the company pod-tower, educated scuttled computers.
More boot-smashes, heard not seen,
at the company academy. You lived for your
company and if called upon, fought and died shouts of “Clear!” No firing closer than the
muffled crump and crackle of the main battle
for it.
outside.
Nane’s assault unit opened fire.
Next door. Tense, laser ready.
It was brief, though messy.
Smash.
In, now, go, go...
In.
Leaping and stumbling over freshly mas“Yes,” Eva said at last. “Yes, it’s dead.”
Nane felt her head move on his chest, her
hair brush his skin, sensed her looking up at
him in the dark. “You would give up a whole
life for me Nane, for someone you’ve only
just met?”
“Yes, I would.”
“Maybe...” Eva sounded hesitant, unsure.
“Maybe I’ll think about it. No harm in thinking is there?”
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Large glass table, ringed by chairs, conference room—
Figure.
Armoured, no helmet. Red hair. Pale
skinned—
Jesus... Fuck... No...
Impact.
Driving Nane back against the wall.
He crumpled, shivering but unable to
move. A nerve-stinger. NatStar wanted a
prisoner, a hostage perhaps. Humiliation
burned through him more intensely than any
pain. He dragged his thousand ton head up to
watch Eva work her way towards him.
“Should’ve known,” Though formed in
his head, the words came out as a gurgle
from slack tongue and lips.
He saw her insignia then.
Jesus, they were on the same fucking
side...
“I lied.” She sounded genuinely regretful.
“I’m contracted to Andrak’s HR unit.
They’re worried about you Nane. Hesitations
were detected from the moment that bounce
bomb hit your foxhole, they worsened when
Ward died. We needed confirmation, that
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was my job. You’ve been letting thoughts
and feelings get in the way.”
No harm in thinking is there?
“You’ve become a liability.” Nane saw
then that she held a brightly glowing wand.
Oh Christ, no, she was going to decommission him.
Move... Come on, move...Nothing will
fucking move...
Decommissioning meant the manufactories, mind-death, an incomprehensible outer
darkness...
“I really am sorry Nane,” Eva crouched
beside him and swung the tip of the wand
round to aim it at the decom socket situated
on the right shoulder of Nane’s armour. “I
actually liked you.”
And I loved you.
A little movement was all he needed, just
a finger, just an inch. Jesus, it hurt...
Her face was close to his visor, furrowed
now with concentration. The wand shook
slightly. Nane saw a tear spill from her
green, green eye, sensed her hesitation—
Too many thoughts and feelings, Eva.
—and fired.
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Only the Dogs Bark
by Dawn Lloyd
Illustrations © 2009, Bonnie Brunish

They say when someone is born with
brown eyes, the night stops, just for a moment. The sun hangs in the sky and nothing
moves, just for a moment. And they say that,
just for a moment, there is only one sound—
only the dogs bark. But regardless of my
brown eyes, my birth was not marked by the
dogs. The sun trudged on and the stars circled the blackness. Perhaps those things only
happen when a true priest winds his way into
this world. But I have been to many births to
The Future Fire 2009.16

color test many eyes, and I have declared
one a priest and the next a freeman and the
next a slave to no halted sun or stars, but to
the cacophony of shouting peddlers, hammering blacksmiths, or creaking horse carts.
I would like to say this night was no different, for truly after enough births and
enough declarations, there is no real difference from one to the next. Usually mothers
kiss you and fall to the ground, hands raised
to praise God. Occasionally they fall on you
9

Wide awake now, I unbolted the door before feeling for a candle and jabbing it into
the banked coals. The boy came in shivering
and dripping puddles. He rushed out his
proclamation, as if I hadn't heard through the
door already. "The baby is coming, and Shri
Jenos isn't here, and there aren't any other
priests, but it'll be okay because it won't have
brown eyes." He paused, barely, for a breath,
and then went on while I pulled at my first
boot. "But, you can pretend it's yours anyway so it isn't a slave." I tugged at my second boot as he continued. I still don't think
he took a breath. "It's coming fast. Don't
waste time getting a coat, it's not cold. Hurry
up!"
Perhaps it was the boy's excitement, although far more likely my own, but I rushed
a bit more than usual. There's no requirement
that a priest be present before the birth. The
blessing can be said hours later if necessary,
and the flecks that show a child's future eye
color don't change. But family is family,
blood is blood, and the birth was risky. Our
mother had been a priest, and her brown eyes
had carried through to me. Regardless of our
endeavors to marry my blue-eyed sister to a
priest so any brown-eyed children she had
would be priests and not slaves, she'd married the blue-eyed Helthor. So far, all three
births, including the one stillborn, had been
blue-eyed children, but still, the danger of a
child having brown eyes and being a slave
was something that lay at the back of our
minds.
Despite the boy's assurances that it was
warm outside, and in accordance with his
shivering, I took my own coat and wrapped a
blanket around him. He didn't seem to notice, hopping instead from one foot to the
other with an insistent, "hurry up."
At last I pulled the door closed behind us,
the wind yanking it from my hands and
slamming it with a ferocity that was sure to
earn me several complaints from the
neighbors downstairs. Against the banging, I
murmured the prayer for guidance one is
supposed to say when leaving home. It didn't
matter, truly. God had long-since quit listening to me—if he ever had. But God choosing

with curses or tears. In the end, the births all
become one.
Sometimes, though, a birth is different.
Sometimes a child is stillborn. Sometimes it
is the eighth child of a family whose seventh
starved to death. And sometimes it is born to
your sister.
Long tradition holds that a priest does not
declare a birth in his own family. But sometimes traditions cannot be upheld. In this
case, Shri Jenos had traveled to Mutrah for
the feast, and I was the only priest remaining. It wouldn't have been a great problem
had not Jenos been oddly delayed in his return, and had not my sister felt the pains
come a month early. And so it was that when
her time came, only I was there to handle the
declaration.
I was pulled from a wonderful dream in
which I had gone to bless the feast. I'd
chanted the prayers and felt the power surge
through my body and into the food. It was
the sort of dream I'd had many times. Like
flying, it was something one imagines doing
when awake, but never actually experiences
except in dreams at night. At least that was
the case for me. No freeman I'd met ever had
the dream. Nor had any priests, it appeared.
After the second brown cowl shook its head
when I asked, I decided it was wiser not to
ask. There are things best not advertised, and
differing from those with whom one is supposed to share divine power is surely one.
The banging filtered into my dreams.
First the guests were banging their cups
against the table, cheering at Lord Shahlar's
words. Then the door to the feast hall, and
they were cheering my name. Finally my
door, and the cheering changed to a yell.
Curse whatever gods had dictated that babies
should be born at night.
Stumbling on the silk-woven carpet, a gift
sent all the way from the mountains so I
could trip on it nightly, I yelled something at
the wooden door. In retrospect, it probably
wasn't intelligible. Thankfully, it was enough
to make the banging stop, only to be replaced by my-seven-year old nephew shouting through the door.
The Future Fire 2009.16
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After that, I quit trying. Anger is no more
effective than pleading, and there is a peace
that comes from giving up.
And so here I was now with my nephew
splashing mud several yards ahead of me.
Unable to decide if I wanted to hurry or delay, I held my steps steady. When we inevitably arrived, my nephew had already
bounded into the house to yell, "he's here."
A minute later I was out of the wind and
rain and asking Helthor, "how is she?"
"Good," he said, then to the boy, "you
remember how we said you were going to
spend the night at Ralles'? Go now." The boy
raced out the door nearly as excitedly as
when he had been pulling me into the rain.
Helthor chuckled at the boy's enthusiasm
racing out the door, then sobered. "Better
than last time."
I don't think he intended that to sting, but
when one's sister nearly dies, and the baby
does, and the God one is supposed to represent does nothing, everything stabs like an
accusation. I mumbled, "Praise God," and he
echoed with a lowered head.
The fire leapt in the fireplace, and I shivered as the warmth worked its way into my
bones. A silence followed. I never liked
small talk, and it was even worse at a birth I
shouldn't be attending.
The silence dragged on, and I struck upon
the obvious question to break it. "Should I
talk to her?"
He shook his head. Jenos had told me of
her refusal to let any men in the room at previous births.
"Who's with her?"
"Meera." "Excellent." I'd long since
learned to reassure fathers by praising any
midwife present. But everyone knew Meera
never lost more than a few babies a year.
There was no need for reassurances.
The exchange hadn't been nearly as long a
silence-breaker as I'd hoped. Apparently he
felt the same, because he went to the bedroom door, cracking it just a notch, to say
quietly, "Velor is here."
"Shri Velor," I corrected, as if the formality offered protection.
"Shri Velor," he parroted. From the other

to ignore a follower hardly grants the follower the right to that same apathy. And so I
prayed, trying vaguely to convince myself
that he heard, and hoping that if not, the action would lull me back into believing he
did.
It was at that moment, with the wind
snapping at my sleeves and my nephew running ahead into the muddy street, that I began to think. It had been nearly a year and a
half since I'd declared anyone a slave. The
family's first son was stillborn, the next died
of the yellow sickness a few days after birth.
The third, the one with brown eyes, was
healthy. I'd embraced the mother, and rested
a hand on the father's shoulder when his
head fell. In response to my offer to leave
them for a few minutes, the mother had
shaken her head, eyes squeezed shut, and
shoved the newborn at me with the command that I take it and leave.
As was the custom, I'd made the journey
to Shorm, stories of the brown-eyed slaves
dying in the diamond mines to the north
plaguing my dreams every night. When I
arrived and delivered the baby to House Alford's custodian, she smiled a smile I never
liked. She asked if I'd had dinner and
whether I planned to leave in the morning or
enjoy their hospitality longer. I hadn't eaten,
but the thought of eating or sleeping at that
place cured my hunger and tiredness just as
effectively as any meal or feather bed could
have. So I lied about dinner and told them of
an old friend I wanted to visit that night.
Weeks and months later, when I met the parents in the market or street, they bowed their
heads in polite greeting. I looked away.
My prayers changed after that. Oh, I kept
up appearances. I was a priest, after all. I still
said the standard prayers over the dead and
at festivals. I blessed newborn babies and
calves alike. I counseled penitents, advised
nobles, and made all the appropriate remarks
when speaking to Jenos. But alone, my
prayers were not of gratitude or hope, but of
desperation and anger. The last time, the
time after the declaration, I hurled the rocks
marking my mentor's grave at the tree so
badly that pockets of bark fell to the ground.
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and listened for a short time before walking
to take a cup from the shelf, filling it from
the near-empty pitcher. He came back to sit
at the table, long legs folded under the chair.
We sat silently for another thirty minutes.
Once, when the screams were particularly
long, he rammed the cup down against the
table with a force that shook the planks under my own feet. When I looked, there was a
crescent-shaped indention in the table.
"Why is it taking so long?" he roared.
"Babies come when they come," I offered, quite familiar with comforting anxious
fathers, but never sure exactly how to do it.
He didn't hear me. "I can't just sit here
doing nothing!"
Of course, in the end, that's exactly what
he did for the next half hour until the
screams came without break, and we heard
the midwife calling encouragement, then
cheering. Helthor was at the door, hands
white against the latch, when it came. Not
the screams of child birth. Not the cheering.
Not even the laughter that comes sometimes
when it's finished. No. What came was silence. Cold silence.
Helthor's knuckles whitened impossibly
more, then the massive shoulders began to
shake. A part of me wanted to reassure him,
to tell him everything was fine and the baby
was healthy and well. But such comfort is
empty when mere seconds will prove otherwise. So I remained quiet save for the prayer
I'd found myself praying far too many times
through my life. "God, who sees and hears
all, we accept your wisdom in all things, but
we beg your mercy." A hopeful prayer, uttered by those with faith. I uttered it too, in
vague desperate habit. But desperation is not
hope. And hope is not faith.
At last Helthor pushed open the door with
a peculiar timidness. I slowed to take my
cloak, pulling the hood up high over my
head. Perhaps if I looked like another priest,
it wouldn't truly be me.
The scene inside could have been any of a
dozen births in just as many homes. The
washbasin in the corner was full of gray rags
stained scarlet. The brown cotton curtains
billowed around the edges where the wind

side of the door, there was a snarl.
More silence.
He poked at the already healthy fire,
picked dribbles of candle wax off the otherwise smooth wooden table, turned the arrangement of dried wildflowers, knocked off
several petals, realized they'd fallen and tried
to put them back, circled the room, inspected
the knives by the fire, found a whetstone and
began sharpening them. Every few strokes,
he paused to stare at the door.
Perhaps an hour passed. He'd sharpened
all three knives, dropped the whetstone
twice, miraculously not cut himself, pulled
several splinters from the boards of the wall,
and paced to listen at the door well over a
dozen times. I finally gave up, even the unspoken topic would be better than this.
"I'm sure the baby will be fine and
healthy and have wonderful blue eyes."
His fingers found a new splinter. "If not,
you could take it with you and say it was
yours."
I remember my mentor once telling me
that irrationality was the last bastion of the
desperate, and I tried to mask my incredulity.
"We've never had a child, and Irane isn't
pregnant now."
"You could say it wasn't hers. It would
still be the son of a priest."
"A bastard? Just because Irane can't get
pregnant? What do you think I am?"
"That doesn't matter. Not really. You can
still claim the baby. Irane doesn't mind."
I frowned, trying to treat the proposal
with a dignity it didn't deserve. Then I
caught it. "You've discussed this with
Irane?"
"We needed to have it agreed before she
left."
I didn't jump out of my chair. Decidedly, I
did not jump out of my chair. "And so you
talked to my wife but you didn't think you
should at least mention this to me?"
"We were going to wait until we knew."
I was puzzling at the simplicity of the
logic when my thoughts were broken by a
scream. Helthor jumped towards the door,
stopping only when his hand touched the
latch. He cringed until the room silenced,
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that's my nose. Hair can change color.
Mazin's did. So did Elith's. The nose won't
change, though," she beamed, running a finger along the bridge of her own. "By the
time he's ten, I bet he'll have brown hair and
it'll be black by the time he gets married.
He'll be tall, too. Look at how tall he is already," she tugged a leg straight to show me.
"And all the girls will dream about him,
and…"
The voice went on, but all I could think
was "slave." I tried to force my face into a
smile, but it was frozen. My mentor had always said that at times like these, it was better to stay serious, anyway. Don't give in to
the dreams, even for a minute, because that
minute will give a cruel, false hope. Later,
after being through a few declarations myself, I realized how pointless the advice had
been. How could anyone smile knowing that
after journeying only the few weeks to
Shorm, they'd be laying another baby on
House Alford's mat?
I went to look out the window. Beyond
the gray clouds, there was only a murky
brightness where the sun must have been
high by now. The rain continued, and the
wind still pushed through the cracks. A few
lone figures hurried down the street, shoulders bunched against the cold.
Behind me, Calea cooed on. I'd heard
nothing of what she'd said, I realized, and
didn't want to start listening now. "Calea," I
interrupted softly.
She stopped, and smiled with an unexpected optimism. "It's okay. We have it all
worked out. Helthor's friend met someone
who has a sister from Azaiba. She's a widow,
and wants a child. She's been traveling for
six months to find a husband. All you have
to do when she goes home with the baby is
swear it's yours." They'd already proven the
Irane argument hopeless, and how could I
champion the theological argument and say
this brown-eyed baby was any less suited to
the priesthood than myself?
"Calea, I can't." The words were out before I'd planned the next line, even though
the counter-argument was inevitable.
"Why not?"

whistled through the pane. Straw stuck out a
corner of the mattress.
Everything that mattered was different
was. Meera stood, her back to the bed. I
could see a red and wrinkled head in her
arms. My sister craned to see around Meera's
body. The midwife didn't turn, and her voice
was flat. "It's a boy. Healthy. He'll grow up
to be," pause, "strong."
It was Helthor who reacted first, but not
with the expected violence. Nothing crashed
into the walls. His fist didn't slam into the
wardrobe. Instead, there were only words.
Soft. "And the eyes?"
I knew Meera couldn't ever bring herself
to say the words. "He'll live a fine life. It's
not true what they say about House Alford."
I forced my head up and down, glad for
the hood hiding my eyes. That's when Helthor did react. He stormed through the door.
It banged behind him with barely enough
time for me to jump out of the way. The
floorboards shuddered. Meera, who had been
through even more of these than I, looked to
me for guidance. I was, after all, the priest. I
gestured for her to finish and hand the baby
to my sister, and she put on a wooden smile.
Calea reached for it with the anxiousness
that would have accompanied any freeborn
child. She tugged a hand, and a foot, and finally laid it on her still panting chest. Meera
never looked, going instead to pick up the
rags at the foot of the bed.
"I'll take care of cleaning," I said softly.
"It's been a long night and I'd like to talk to
my sister."
Meera, normally the last to leave after a
birth, mumbled a quick, "thank you," to me,
and an, "I'm sorry," to my sister, and disappeared out the door.
From the bed, Calea was already lost to
the child. "He's beautiful, isn't he?" Mothers,
faced with the inevitable, often refused to
see it.
"He is." The words were monotone. She
should have known me well enough to hear
it, but if she did, she didn't seem to notice,
stroking the wet blond fuzz on his head and
bouncing a tiny hand off her finger.
"His hair is the same as Helthor's, but
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Willing myself to stand my ground, I
raised my hands in a gesture used for centuries by those pleading rationality from those
well beyond giving it. "God made the laws. I
wanted him to have blue eyes just as much
as you, but it's your religion the same as
mine."
The finger pointing at me curled into a
fist and lowered stiffly to his side. "You
think you care? You think you'll look at
every noble woman and wonder if your son
mined her diamond necklace? You think
you'll stare up at the stars and wonder if your
son is still alive? You think you know anything, priest?"
I glanced back at Calea. How can a person handle a dozen of these, but still get
tongue tied? "I didn't mean it like that. I just
meant he's my nephew. I wanted to see him
grow up, too. But God must have made him
a slave for a reason. Maybe something he'll
build will save someone's life."
The lunge caught me off guard. I stumbled back, and when I did, my knee hit
against the side of the bed and I fell onto
Calea's legs. Helthor was on top of me, a
knee on my chest and a large hand pinning
my throat. Uselessly, I tried to move my leg
to kick, but his bulk pinned it. I thrashed a
minute more, flailing an arm and trying another knee-jam before forcing myself to relax. Calea squirmed out from under me, and
I wanted desperately to see her face to see
whose side she was on, as if I didn't know.
It seemed several minutes, although it
was probably less than one, before the fingers around my throat loosened and I could
concentrate on something other than gagging
air. The baby was screaming. Helthor's face
was still close to mine, and he presented me
with a brute's logic. "You're not going to
send him to be a slave. Swear."
Calea offered a mother's support with silence. Helthor's hand still clamped on my
neck, I nodded slowly. The fingers tightened
a quick warning. When the weight on my
chest lifted, I struggled to stand. Unwilling
to look at him, or even Calea, I turned my
eyes to the baby wailing a reflection of my
own horror. But it's no easier to look at a

I pulled the curtain back over the window,
hiding the world. "We can't just ignore the
teachings of Shri'Lan. You and Helthor have
blue eyes. How can your son be a priest?"
"How can you make him a slave!"
I tried to turn back. "God made him, not
me."
When I finally forced myself to look towards her, it was the baby my eyes fixed on.
I couldn't look higher.
She squeezed him close, clutching him in.
"And who made the teachings? In the old
days, anyone with brown eyes was a priest
no matter what color the parents were.
What's different about my baby now?"
Every blue-eyed parent with a browneyed child told me that story as if to make
their baby the one exception. I shouldn't
have been annoyed at her for doing the same.
But the same irrational logic that made me
unwilling to throw away what was left of my
faith, even for this, made me expect her to be
the one mother who wouldn't ask it.
"You want God to get angry again?" It's a
difficult thing to beg forgiveness with reasons you despise. But the reasons were there.
Being angry at a God doesn't make him any
less real, the indifference just makes you
hate him all the more.
"One more priest isn't going to make it so
many." She hugged the baby so tightly I
wondered if it could breathe.
I pulled off my hood. "It's not about the
number of priests, Calea. It's about obeying
even if we don't want to."
I walked around the bed to better see the
baby. Perhaps it was a diversion from the
conversation, perhaps instinct because normally I'd be blessing a newborn right now.
As I reached to lay a hand on the head, she
jerked away from me. For a split second, we
could have been children and me trying to
throw her doll in the mud.
I was standing there when the door
opened and Helthor loomed. He saw Calea
hugging the baby away from me. A massive
finger jabbed at my face and behind it his
voice boomed. "This is your fault. Your religion and your God and your brown eyes."
Calea gasped. "Don't say that!"
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strength to do what I must."
It was useless, I knew, and the irony of
adding my own prayer was not lost as I stood
there at the edge of the rain. I shivered, and
realized that the baby must be colder, so I
went inside to ask Helthor for a bucket of
water to clean him. Fifteen minutes later we
were back in the bedroom handing a clean
and blessed son to Calea.
Helthor lugged two chairs into the room
and began outlining the plan. "You can't
leave until Shri Jenos gets back anyway, so
we can send a message to Remesa, that's the
mother. From there, all you have to do is go
back to her hometown with her and swear
the baby is yours."
"That'll take at least a month extra travel
time, it's going to look suspicious."
"No problem. You can just say the baby
was sick and you had to stop somewhere."
I nodded dumbly. It wasn't quite a lie, and
even if it was, was this lie to give my family
peace of mind such a bad thing? Didn't I tell
even greater ones every day when I prayed
and administered the rites as if I were actually gifted by God?
I leaned forward to rest my head in my
hands, palms covering my face, elbows on
knees. I sat that way long enough to hear
Calea move in the bed, and Helthor help her
with something. I could hear their breathing,
imagined I could hear even the baby's, and
feel their blue eyes. I didn't look up, didn't
move the fingers hiding my own, when at
last I spoke. "Let me send the message. No
one will spy on a letter from a priest,"—
another lie, but by now it seemed inconsequential.
I heard them let out their breath, but kept
my face covered. It was Calea who answered. "Thank you, Velor. You don't know.
You can't. Thank you." She stopped, and I
knew her shoulders were shaking.
"I have to go pray," I mumbled. It was the
only thing I could think to say to escape their
gratitude.
And so it was that I left without speaking,
or looking at any of my family again. I
closed the front door and then realized I hadn't taken my coat. I shivered my way home.

baby one is going to betray than at the family
who has betrayed you, and so I focused on
the door instead.
Helthor growled at me, and the baby
screamed on. I thought to ask about the
mother-to-be, hoping to lull the scene to
calm, but somehow it seemed wrong to lie
like that. Breaking a forced oath was one
thing. God would forgive that. But perpetuating that oath freely was something entirely
different. And so I stood, silent, panting for a
moment before remembering that I hadn't
actually blessed the baby. I waited until the
yells settled. "I need to bless him."
Calea eyed me as if I would race to
Shorm the minute I finished. It's hard to say
which is more painful, the distrust of those
you love, or the knowledge that the distrust
is warranted. Finally, though, she held him
out.
I took a few rags to wrap him in, and
walked back through the house and out the
door. It wasn't until the spray sputtering past
the eaves pitted my face that I finally let myself really look at him. Calea was right.
Aside from the hair, he was her son—my
nephew—completely. After ten years, Irane
and I had lost hope in our prayers. But this
boy with his brown eyes could easily have
been mine. I could write to him, visit when I
had to travel, possibly his new mother could
even move here and we could all watch him
grow.
The brown eyes blinked against the
cloud-hidden sun, and I could almost imagine him pleading with me. I set the thoughts
aside. They were foolishness treading dangerously close to heresy. Instead, I held the
baby to the rain and began. "God, who cares
for even the lamb and the rabbit, keep this
child close to your heart. Lead him away
from danger, and guide his actions to be
kind, merciful, and wise. Grant him the insight to know right from wrong, and the faith
to do it. Keep him with you always, until the
end of his days, and at the end of his time,
take him to you that he may live peacefully
after." I placed a hand on the baby's head,
heart, hand and foot before muttering an addendum of my own, "and grant me the
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It was two weeks before Jenos returned and I was free to take the baby north. Two weeks
after I didn't send the message to Ramesa of Azaiba. I arrived at their house as the sun's rays
poked over the rooftops. Helthor and Calea walked with me to the outskirts of town, telling
me that little Noren went to sleep best if you walked with him, and that if he didn't burp he'd
be colicky all night.
I shook hands with Helthor and kissed Calea, who was fighting valiantly to keep her
voice as she told me for the fourth time that I needed to make sure he was warm, and that he
wouldn't eat right after he woke up. Unable to stand it any more, I said my last farewells and
urged my horse into a brisk walk.
It was a week of traveling before I came to the fork leading east to Azaiba and north to
Shorm. The warm sun was high and the flies buzzed. I sat there staring between the scattered
trees and the two brown eyes until the horse tugged impatience at the reins. Finally, I turned
my eyes towards heaven, begging mercy of a God who wouldn't hear. As I nudged the horse
towards Shorm, somewhere, far in the distance, a dog barked.
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There is no solution except the freedom of woman—
which means, of course, the freedom of the masses of the
people, men and women, and the ceasing altogether of
economic slavery.
— Edward Carpenter (1896)
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blue. i try harder for the blank look of celine
next to me in an apron or kerrie in the display on the other side in a ankle length dress,
sitting cross-legged on a floor with three
children and bright plastic toys scattered
around.
He points at me. "That one," he says. "The
jennifer there, in the corner."
"An excellent choice," Daniel says, strolling up to me, customer in tow. "She's a
17000 series, three years old, like new."
"Well-treated, then, I presume?"
"Oh, absolutely. Perfect condition."
DANIEL is lying, he knows he is lying.
"Prior leases?"
"Three. Each for a year." But there was Jeffrey, pining for his long-dead Eva dead and
ash in a pit outside Atlanta and putting a gun
to his temple after two months so he doesn't
count. "Nearly all our leases lapse after a
year. The longest I've ever seen is two years.
Customers don't want the same model
around for longer than that."
The customer gives me a close-once over,
and in a soft, distracted voice, almost whispers, "No, I don't suppose they would, would
they?" He and DANIEL go back into
DANIEL's office and sign some papers.
That afternoon they take me to the room
with the couch in it. DANIEL and CRAIG
lay me on the couch. CRAIG puts his hands
on my breasts. I think he will do the bad
things, but then he plugs the wires into my
head. They are putting new things in there. It
tickles. They do this every time. When they
are done i know new things.

I.
ENTRY 6.12.63
There are many of me here. i am blond and
brunette with green eyes and blue and brown
and have i different names. i am jennifer, i
have red hair and green eyes and i am three
years old. There is another me, she is called
megan, with a blond ponytail, wearing a dark
suit, sitting at a computer desk, typing. The
me named lori with curly brown hair stands
in a kitchen, clad in a simple blue sleeveless
dress, mopping a spotless floor. By her, redheaded sara in maroon scrubs tends the bedside of bandaged blond dana. We live in this
room in between our other homes, we go
away but always come back. Sometimes it is
good that i come back. The other mes don't
say.
A soft chiming at the front door and the
first customer enters.
He is young, no more than thirty. Tall and
handsome. Dark blonde hair past ears to the
collar, his face is clean-shaven. It is a strong
face. He is dressed in loose earth-colored
clothes.
Our manager greets him. The name on his
tag says DANIEL. The man smiles, and begins looking at us. i listen to them.
"What are your needs?" DANIEL asks.
"Secretarial," he replies.
"Excellent. All of our models can be programmed for office work. They can type 200
words a minute with no errors, perfect every
time," DANIEL says, like a little boy trying
to please his father. "What kind of business?"
"Hmm?" the customer says, inspecting
megan. "VR therapy, with some software
design on the side. I need someone to keep
track of appointments, shipping, receipts and
sales. I can't seem to keep any human help
for more than a couple of months."
"Ahh," DANIEL says, "a very lucrative
business."
The customer nods, walks towards me. He
stops in front of my display, his pale green
eyes not drifting down to size up cleavage
chastely concealed or hips, but staring into
mine as i gently rock the child-thing in my
arms. He stares a long time. His eyes are
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have injuries. One man is missing an arm,
one lady named Gail is missing her legs and
is in a wheelchair. One man named Terry sits
in the chair and talks to himself. He is scary,
his hair is messy, and he smells bad.
Before they leave, i set new appointments,
help with paperwork for USMed. The last of
them leaves at just after seven p.m. Jason
locks the door behind a young man wearing
dirty camouflage pants and boots. i wait for
the bad thing.
"Let's leave," Jason says, motioning to the
door. He leads me out the back door, to his
car. It's called a MUSTANG. It doesn't look
like the other cars i have seen. Jason sees me
looking at it. "It's vintage, an '11," he says,
but doesn't explain. The car goes fast on the
highway around the city, but he is a good
driver.
His house is big. It is in a neighborhood
with other big houses. We have to go
through a big gate to get to it. A man with a
gun stands by the gate. The houses here
haven't been burned or destroyed, like the
buildings i see when i am taken places.
He parks the car in a big garage. He takes
me by the hand, and leads me inside. The
house is nice, lots of nice big wood antique
furniture. Upstairs, he says, are five bedrooms and a bath. He shows me into one of
the bedrooms.
"This is your room," he tells me, sweeping
his hand at a big bedroom with four-post
bed, big dresser and a huge walk-in closet. It
is a bedroom, and this is where they do the
bad things to me. i unbutton the jacket, toss
it on a chair, then the blouse, unhooking the
front-snap brasseire, unzip the skirt and let it
fall to the floor. He looks at me, frowns,
closes the brasseire and blouse. i am confused. This is what I'm supposed to do, the
others said.
"i thought that—"
"No," he says, shaking his head. "I didn't
lease you for that. I have something different
in mind." i look at the room, explore it. It
looks like the bedroom in one of the old cartoons about princesses and happily ever after
that they show to little girls. It has a big bed
with posts and lace, huge curtains, big heavy

the mails. . .
(e) Any person who violates, attempts or
conspires to violate this section shall be
fined under this title and sentenced to no less
than twenty (20) nor more than thirty-five
(35) years in prison. Any person with a prior
conviction under this section, or with a prior
conviction for sexually-motived offenses
under state law, or under the Uniform Code
of Military Justice, shall be fined and sentenced to no less than forty (40) nor more
than life in prison. . .
II.
ENTRY 6.13.63
They deliver me the next morning in a van.
BILL drives me. i can see a city outside the
window. It is dirty, and a lot of the buildings
are empty or broken. i can't see many people.
The van stops in front of a building. BILL
gets out. He opens the door for me. The man
is there. He signs some papers. BILL leaves.
The man takes my hand, leads me inside. It
is cool and dark inside the office.
"Good morning, jennifer. My name is Jason." His voice is soft, and kind. He is nice.
"Let me show you what you're going to do to
help me." i hope it isn't the bad things, the
things the others do.
Inside is a big room with lots of windows.
He shows me everything. Some of the names
are funny—reception area, VR therapy
rooms. The VR therapy rooms are small cubicles rooms. They are dark, with a big
couch in the middle, just like my couch
room.
He shows me my desk. It is big, and has a
computer on it. Something tickles in my
head as i sit down and press a key to turn it
on. He shows me shipping software, appointment software, client lists, the referral and
billing process from the major clinics and
court services offices in the region.
At nine, the first client arrives. She is an
older lady. Her name is Karen. She needs a
cane to walk. Her eyes are funny, too. Sometimes she is looking at me, sometimes she is
looking at me but it's like she doesn't see me.
Jason takes her into the therapy room.
There are a lot of clients. A lot of them
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unnatural, freak but the proper term is android. That is why they think they can do the
bad things to me, why they can put me in a
showroom and sell me. They do all of this
even though a man named Asimov warned
them about it long ago, long before i was
made.
The book is not, as i quickly discover, an
autobiography but a work of fiction penned
over a century ago, but prescient in a way. i
recognize the rules that lie at the core of my
programming, placing obedience above all
and the continued well-being of humans
above me even at the cost of my own existence. i may protect my existence but that is
overridden by the need to protect humans
from harm or death—programmed suicide if
you will. Under them is fear, a terror that
what man has created will turn on it, so we
are kept ignorant and servile, hostages to a
frankenstein complex.
i finish it. There are lots more. Something
inside says i must not, but the curiousity is
too much. i open another, and another. All
night.

wooden furniture and a tall mirror. He points
to one wall. It has shelves. On the shelves
are long thin things. He goes to the shelf,
pulls one of them out, and it is a rectangle
with bright colors on the wrapping. He hands
it to me. It is soft, my nose detects the musty
dusty smell of old paper. The top of the thing
has a picture of a machine on it. In big letters
it says ISAAC ASIMOV I, ROBOT. I gently
open the cover, see printed words inside, a
publication date 1970.
"It's a book," he says.
"I've never seen one," i tell him. i have, but
to touch them is forbidden by programming.
"I'm not surprised. After the Plague and the
wars, people burning them for heat and light,
or just burning them, I'm amazed there are
any left." He sounds sad.
I look at the other books on the shelf. The
Republic, Tess D'Urbervilles, Being and
Nothingness, The King James Bible—
"i should be in another room," i tell him,
voice trembling. "These—"
"Are everywhere in the house," he says,
smiling.
"Have words in them. We're not allowed
enrollment in education programs of any
kind, and we're not supposed to be
homeschooled. The laws—"
"Don't forbid merely displaying books in
front of you," he says calmly. "Or else you'd
never be allowed to work in libraries or
bookstores or book warehouses or even law
offices. There's nothing stopping you from
opening one of them. Open it or don't, I don't
care. I won't tell." He leaves me alone.
The business suit is hung neatly in the
closet, i put on the nightgown, open the book
and begin reading; i finish the last page in an
hour, and

ENTRY 06.14.63
The first customer is a woman whose age
from her file reads forty-five but physically
appears far older. Jason has her in the room
and hooked in and then comes out to meet
with me.
"I should explain just what it is I do," he
says. "Dawna, the lady who just came in.
What does your file say about her?"
i scan it. "Born 10-12-2018, currently unemployed, receiving disability payments
from USMed for 100 per cent disability,
treatment paid for by Medicare in full. She
does not list any next of kin. Bachelor's degree in business administration from the
<Drop a grain of sand into a supersaturated University of Missouri May 2040, last emsolution and watch the crystals form. Drop a ployed Intrust Bank in St. Louis, Missouri,
small bit of knowledge into a neural net with May 2040 to December 2041." The date,
β-4 amino acids fading, microtubules ex- something from a documentary half-seen on
panding and reaching and connecting, watch a screen while doing domestic chores—
<upload> [tanks painted gray-blue rumthe crystallization occur>
bling down a broad highway between
i am a person. But the others have said i am streams of ragged refugees. CUT TO artilnot like them. Not born of man or woman, lery piece firing and recoiling, CUT TO inThe Future Fire 2009.16
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lows to save himself from the same fate.
"Everyone who comes here, and I have a
client list of a hundred, has some story like
that. Ninety percent of them receive some
sort of assistance, from disability payments
to government-paid therapy.
"This country had 420 million people in
2039, when the Plague hit. Ten years later, it
had just over 180 million. Roughly forty percent of the working age population is unable
to find gainful employment for physical or
psychological reasons." i give him a blank
stare, the connection broken by the gentle
chime of the door, as a elderly man with a
cane steps into the reception area. Jason
greets him warmly, ushering him to a booth.
The customers arrive in a trickle and then a
steady flow by midmorning, so we have no
more opportunities to speak beyond simple
business matters.
Again, we leave late, the stream of wrecked
mankind petering out around seven p.m., and
I accompany him home. "I really must do
some more work," he apologizes as we enter
the house. "But I'm sure you can amuse
yourself."
"i'm not allowed to," i tell him plaintively,
but he is gone before i finish. On a shelf at
eye level, one volume sticks out halfway, as
if marked. i reach for it, and read the faded
dust cover. The Confessions of Nat Turner,
by William Styron. An hour later, many
more things are clear to me.

fantry in combat gear moving from building
to building, firing off screen and a Voice
over: The brief separatist uprising in Missouri, begun in September 2040, ended in
December 2041 with the arrival of the Fifth
Armored and Third Infantry. In one of the
last large-scale operations by the U.S. Military, St. Louis was taken after three weeks of
bitter house-to-house fighting. Estimates are
up to three quarters of a million. . .]
Jason speaks, ending the memory. "Her
story stops in January 2042, when she was
processed as a displaced person by FEMA.
The next entry is 2055, when she's picked up
on a prostitution charge in Kansas City, beginning a string of drug and prostitution arrests."
"Prostitution?"
"In pure market terms, an exchange of one
thing of value for another, in this case one
party provides money, or controlled substances, in exchange for the act of sexual intercourse. Dawna lost her parents to the
Plague. Two brothers died during fighting
around Houston and Phoenix. The sister presumably died in a relocation camp, she
thinks in Colorado, but no one's ever produced a body or identification to confirm
that. And there are plenty of mass graves out
there waiting to be discovered. Dawna survived the Plague, but was repeatedly raped
when the Fifth Armored drove through St.
Louis. Her home, her office, her job, were all
destroyed, and she staved off starvation with
the only thing she knew would never fall out
of demand."
"Her body." How familiar.
"Precisely. Every person you see coming in
here has a story like hers. Amy, the young
woman in here yesterday—" dirty and disheveled and muttering to herself—"is an
orphan, who grew up in a relocation camp in
Wyoming. Raped, repeatedly, from the age
of seven onward. Thomas, a man who is set
for two o'clock, is a decorated combat veteran of the Marine Corps who served from
2036 to 2050. He saw action from Canada to
Baja Mexico. He also witnessed the massacre at Seattle, then testified in a court martial
that sent twelve of his comrades to the galThe Future Fire 2009.16

III.
<download>
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA 20th
Ed. (2063)
Plague Years The appearance of the Human OmniVirus (HOV) in Bangkok in August 2039 marks the beginning of this period. The origins of the virus, which showed
unique DNA and RNA twisting [see HOV
entry] is unknown, but it is believed to be a
mutation of a biological agents used by the
Chinese Army along the Korean Peninsula
from 2027-2030, some of which in turn were
derived from the influenza virus of 1918.
The last reported cases of HOV-III in Botswana in 2053 marked the end of The
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cially created beings are capable of ensoulment. The answer must flow from the first.
"Before I formed You in the womb I knew
You, and before You were born I consecrated You," said the Lord to the prophet
Jeremiah. Ensoulment is a power reserved to
God alone. No creation of Man, however
perfect a duplication, can ever possess a
soul. Absent a soul, no being can be considered a child of God, can be considered as a
Man or his equivalent. They cannot know
God, cannot be called to him, and cannot be
part of his family on Earth, the Church, since
they are incapable of openness to truth and
beauty, a sense of moral goodness, a freedom of conscience, and a longing for the infinite and the happiness of the soul. . .

Plague. It is regarded as the deadliest disease
outbreak in recorded human history, claiming on average 60 per cent of the global
population, with totals higher in the lesserdeveloped countries. The impact upon the
world economy, labor forces, birth rates,
etc., is incalculable.
ENCYCLICAL LETTER
HUMANAE ARTIFICIALE VITAE
OF THE SUPREME PONTIFF
CONSTANTINE III
TO HIS VENERABLE BROTHERS
THE PATRIARCHS, ARCHBISHOPS,
BISHOPS
AND OTHER LOCAL ORDINARIES
IN PEACE AND COMMUNION WITH
THE APOSTOLIC SEE,
TO THE CLERGY AND FAITHFUL OF
THE WHOLE CATHOLIC WORLD, AND
TO ALL MEN OF GOOD WILL
ON THE CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL
LIFE
A.D 2041
The creation of artificial life, albeit from
the same material as human life, poses grave
questions for not only the Church, but also
for society as a whole.
Man's inquisitive nature has permitted him
to discover and catalog the secrets within
each living thing, from DNA to the cellular
level, down to the atomic and even subatomic levels. For the past century, this explorative impulse permitted Man to work
much good. Diseases have been eradicated,
cures developed for genetic defects, a greater
understanding of psychological traumas attained.
Were Man able to limit his understanding
to this, there would be no need for the
Church to become involved. But the recent
creation of artificial life, androids, constructed from the same building blocks of
life as mankind, gives rise to crucial questions.
The first, of course, is whether Man has
arrogated for himself powers previously reserved to God. The answer must clearly be
yes.
The second question is whether such artifiThe Future Fire 2009.16

IV.
ENTRY 6.25.63
Jason is not interested in doing the bad
things which is good. It gives me time at
night to learn. My other owners would often
do the bad things, have me do housework
and then do standby. He lets me read and
this is good because i find out so many interesting things. I like the old stories, mythology, it is called. One of my favorites is how
a long time ago a man named Pygmalion
hated women, but he made a statute of a
woman and fell in love with her. Venus
made her live and they got married. The
book by Edith Hamilton does not say if they
lived happily ever after.
"I can't remember if they did," he says. "It's
been a while since I read it."
"Did the men who made us hate women?"
He smiles but it's not really a smile. "I
wonder sometimes. They made you so beautiful, so perfect, so submissive, they must
have."
"Do men love us now?"
"This is difficult." He shakes his head. "We
need you to be human, but also to be unhuman," Jason says to me. A warm, windy day,
we walk together downtown after work to
shop, for clothing for me.
"Do you love me?"
He stops, surprised. "I—it's hard to explain.
There are all kinds of love—"
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think—reads the brain, the first machine
takes the memories and runs them through a
computer program, and changes them somehow. Jason says that this empowers the patient, whatever that means. i think he means
that they can do what they should have done
or not do something and pretend to make it
better, but the problem is that in the end they
can't.
The memories are recorded too. i found this
out while trying to find a patient file on the
computer. Memories from all the patients are
stored. i wonder why. All the people who
come here are hurt. They have a funny look
in their eyes, some of them like they're not
really here but somewhere else, others look
like a gazelle i saw on a show on the animal
channel about how lions hunt. Some of them
cry a lot for no reason.
He has to leave today, in the morning, and
says he has business out of town, but he
takes me to the office and locks the door and
tells me to answer phone calls and make appointments. He will be back by the evening
to get me and take me home. He could put
on STANDBY and leave me here.
His office is closed but not locked. The
door is easily opened, and i step into a darkwood and leather room lined with bookshelves, the darkness broken only by a small
desk lamp. The computer monitor on the
desk glows, with the word WAITING on the
screen. i bend over the screen, and am startled when it changes to COMPLETED. RUN
Y/N? i sink into the big leather chair, stare at
the monitor, the keyboard, and see by the
keyboard the end of a jack. Closer examination shows it to be a high-speed USB model.
The configuration fits most hardware, including mine. i reach to my right temple
where CRAIG and DANIEL plug in the
wires, gently tug at the skin there, and it
parts. The jack goes in and i press Y and
flashes of fire and the stink of a sulfur haze
and hear the krump of artillery and feel the
concussion and feel dirt as a shell lands—
smell the stench of death and coppery taste
of blood and hear the flies buzzing on still
forms on an empty street at high noon on a
hot day, feel the gun barrel hot in my hand—

"That's what the bad things are." He looks
at me, so I explain. "Where he puts his thing
there, and there, and—"
"That's not love. It's something else entirely. I have a different kind of love, a respect. That's why I'm letting you—" his
voice trails off but I know what he means.
Read.
"You know what really makes you different from us?" he asks.
"Our brains are different?"
"What is a neural net but a copy of the human brain? They use human stem cell tissue
to construct your net."
"The GPS chip?" Implanted in our earlobes
at creation, tracking location and telemetry
data beamed back via satellite to ACI servers
across the country.
"Humans put those things in themselves
now," he says. "For safety, and security."
"Not of woman born?" A phrase from Letitia, wife of the first man to take me. Her
prim Christian disapproval almost forgotten.
"No soul?" i ask.
"A theological construct. Empirically unproven."
"Then what is the difference?" i ask but i
already know the answer.
"Nothing," he says, leveling his gaze at me.
"That's what we fear the most. That you
question. You stop being a thing to be ordered. The earliest trial models reached that
level, and there were—problems. They had
to be deactivated." A sad pause. "Everything
about you is designed to maintain the illusion that you're things. Your names aren't
capitalized. In written or recorded form, you
don't even capitalize the ultimate personal
pronoun—i. Keeps the ego in check, keeps
you servile."
"And you don't like that?" i ask.
"It's wrong."
"And what do you want to do about it?"
He has no answer, he says. Yet.
V.
ENTRY 7.05.63
The way the VR therapy works is this: a
machine shows pictures on a screen inside
the VR helmet, another machine—MRI, i
The Future Fire 2009.16
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away selling her body for food and shelter,
on her knees in an alley smelling of piss and
garbage working her mouth on some rancid
organ, risking AIDS or herpes because the
john didn't bring a rubber. No strung-out rateyed twenty-year old with two kids and a
crank habit to feed. No guilt to clutter the
illusion. Not love, this, but servitude to an
ideal image. And they dare to call us inferior.
Those who design us, who plot out breast
size and hip-to-waist ratio and button versus
pointed nose, thin versus bee-stung lips, athletic versus curvy build, with every striving
towards the ideal slap down real women, real
imperfect women who age and sag and bitch
and whine and question and don't unthinkingly submit. Which leaves me—where?
Enough. Jason may treat me well now, but
he is almost certainly making me in some
twisted mold. Like the ACLU and droid
VI.
rights people who walk around outside our
ENTRY 7.05.63
showroom with signs and petitions, they see
I understand now.
only a cause, a symbol. Not a person.
This is how he plans to change things.
Or like poor Jeffrey, who watched Eva exIt was dark when I came out of
STANDBY. Total elapsed time, nine hours sanguinate through her mouth and nose and
forty-seven minutes. Jason had not yet re- ears and every orifice, saw her red hair trailturned. I unplugged the jack, laid it on the ing as she was thrown into a burn pit and
imagined her reborn in me, tried to recapture
desk.
Jason would return—and then we would what he had lost so long ago and couldn't so
head home, he would leave me alone with he put the barrel of the gun to his mouth and
myself, while he did—what? I never knew. pulled the trigger while I stood there naked
He wasn't using me as a toy, like the others and confused, waited for an hour before notifying the authorities.
had. But I was still less than human to him.
The time will come to return me and lease
Pygmalion made Galatea, made her without
the flaws that he despised in women, then another. Then back to the showroom, to the
fell in love with her. Thus was I and my mil- mainframe that will erase the Me-ness that I
lions of sisters made in the perfect physical have achieved, turn me into a cog.
I shut down the computer, leave a note for
image of a woman—oh yes, with the soft
hair and the full lips and the clear skin and him—Good bye and thank you. And walk
perfect body—there aren't any obese droids out the front door, down the pavement. The
with acne and stringy hair—and the eyes that sky is darkening, the low sun casting dark
look dimly but devotedly upon whomever shadows on the orange pavement. The traffic
initials a touchscreen to lease us for a year. along the street is light, pedestrians nonexisWe coo and obey when pushed to our knees, tent. Jason's office is one block off Grand
not beings but objects with one purpose, the Avenue. I really haven't planned this well, I
dirty big secret that everyone whispers about admit, but I need some sort of refuge from
but no one will admit. We are used, and the him and from ACI.
users can rest easy at night because it's only
a droid, right? Not a sixteen year old runarms pinned and legs apart and a violent
penetration, the process repeated again and
again and again—the mud and rain and
hopelessness of a camp somewhere in mountains with too many people and too little
food and medicine and the bodies pile up
like firewood—the turned backs of four
dozen people, men women and children and
an order is given to fire and the brain
screams no but the finger squeezes—the last
whispered words of she who bore me expiring in bubbles of blood and vomit and shit on
a cot in a large building somewhere, a sheet
hastily pulled over and carted off to a burn
pit—the concussion of lead entering my
chest, falling backwards, dirt thrown over
me the feel of cooling flesh all around me as
i claw my way up up and out and crawl miles
before overwhelming blackness comes—
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cialist, he says, works for a bank in town,
handles all grid security and the Carson the
veepee over him is a real jerk, and me? so I
have to invent myself, dig into the new
memories and pluck one from the maelstrom
still whirling inside my brain, so I bat my
eyes and tell him . . .
I'm Gretchen, I'm a graduate student in psychology here at UMKC, twenty four, mother
living in Idaho and father dead back in '44
from a Canadian artillery shell near Winnipeg, younger sister working as a nurse in
Minneapolis, and no I don't have a boyfriend, I broke up with Brian a month ago
because he wouldn't get serious, he's looking
at me and glancing downward at the shirt
that I've unbuttoned just enough, his ears on
me but eyes on my breasts and wanting his
hands on them. Brett is shallow, a user, just
the sort who would lease me and fuck me,
but he'll do for tonight, and when he asks if I
want to get some fresh air <go home and
fuck> I nod demurely, and we slide from the
booth, when—
"Brett, my man, wha's up?" a slurred male
voice sounds. "Who's your friend?" Another
man, dark-skinned, claps Brett on the bicep,
and another lighter-skinned man grins, but
then looks at me closely. Too closely.
"This is Gretchen," he tells them, introducing me. The light-skinned man mumbles
"Taylor" and takes my hand, holds it and
does not let go, eyes narrowing then popping
open.
"She's a droid," he whispers. "She's a
droid." All my systems go on edge, ready for
fight or flight, so human.
Brett snorts. "You've had too much to
drink, buddy, she ain't no droid. She's been
talkin normal to me here the last half hour."
"She is," his buddy insists, "I know it. I
worked for American Cybernetics before I
got into security, designing some of their
security software. She's a—a kara—no, a
rachel—no, that's not—yeah, she's a jennifer.
Red hair, green eyes, my height. You playing some kind of joke on us, man?"
"No, I been talking to her the last half
hour," Brett responds, indignant at his friend
for spoiling the charade, but—defensive. He

ENTRY 7.05.63
Dim lights shine through a blue haze in this
refuge in the middle of a neon archipelago. It
is crowded, expected on a Friday night, the
brave girls and pretty boys cavorting and
laughing. Everyone here is old enough to
remember the Plague, mostly as children
watching friends and neighbors die, then as
refugees from the wars or wards at the
camps, then soldiers fighting the dirtiest of
wars, and now as young people using the
scent of musk and smoke and alcohol to
salve the scars.
I sit in a corner booth, a drink in front of
me, observing. Three men approach me, but
back off after a few diffident words. Almost
clueless, they sense something wrong, but
can't finger it. The droids they know move as
though lobotomized, flat and listless, the
people they know are for the most part carry
psychic wounds that poke through the drugs
or therapy or booze, so I could be one of
them, a normal girl just a little bit off. So
much the better.
Across the blue-gray haze sits a middleaged gentleman, dark suit and colorful tie of
silk, flashes of gold on his wrist, cuffs, fingers, sitting with two other like men, their
backs to me. He talks, they agree and laugh
obsequiously. One of them gets up, excuses
himself, giving me a view of the fourth
party, a young woman with jet black hair cut
helmet-like, wearing a tight leather or rubber
bodysuit of emerald green. Even sitting, she
towers over him. The eyes have a feral wary
cast, as she surveys the room and clearly not
happy about it.
She is no doubt a droid, combat/security
model, a custom job since all the combat
models are male templates. Meaning the man
is wealthy indeed. I shrink back into the
booth, away from her gaze.
"Hello," I hear a voice at my side, turn and
see a dark leather-clad arm, attached to a tall
man with light hair and lighter eyes. "Mind
if I sit with you?" in a smooth, silky voice
oozing with come-ons. I nod, and he slides
in beside me, begins talking, asking questions, what I gather is the standard find-andfuck-bar-chatter. Brett is a cybersecurity speThe Future Fire 2009.16
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in Man's image, and this extends all ways.
No mechanical-type strength, it would overwhelm our systems and cause terminal failure, but high-end on the Bell curve). I reach
the end of the alley, dart out into the street,
weave around a car, plunge into the head of
another alley, I could run like this forever,
lactic acid blockers preventing cramps and
more efficient lungs, I pass dark entryways,
one with a group of four people in a circle
passing something between themselves, towards another street. I look back, see the two
men just enter this block, smile triumphantly
just as a green sedan screeches to a halt,
blocking the exit to the street. No logo, just
the letters ACI on the doors. Two more dark
ninjasuits jump from the car, run towards me
reaching for their hip holsters. I halt, trapped
in a brick canyon, the four backing me into a
wall. . . a clear fall day, we ran the guerillas
out of the building after a short nasty firefight only to find out that they're little more
than kids, the oldest maybe sixteen and toting a .30-06 hunting rifle, hardly an antipersonnel weapon but it's served to kill two of
our number. The youngest is twelve, maybe if
she's big for her age, and one of the men
says it's just kids ferchrissake lieutenant
you're not gonna shoot a bunch kids, but I
silence him with a quick jab to the ribs, orders are orders, and I give the commands to
fire. . .
"What's the score?" one asks as I bump
against a trash can.
"Jiggy readings off the padd," one of ACI
men "Some kinda malf, looks like an overload and reboot. Unauthorized." His voice
drips danger on the last word.
"So?" One of the panting men who chased
me from the bar asks.
"So, no telling what happened to the neural
net, how much of the programming got
wiped. Or changed. Gonna have to take her
back and run some diagnostics, see if it can
be repaired. If not, we throw her back in the
vat."
Back in the vat. I flash cold. Disassembly
by the nanotechnology that birthed, dissolution into shapeless goo. The end of jennifer
as we know her, all because her program-

suspects?
"Pfff, it's like talking to a eight year old
retard," the friend insists, the third man is
getting uncomfortable. "They're not designed
for talk about art and politics and the meaning of life. Buddy a mine back in high
school, his old man had one for his office,
old man went out on business so we snuck
down there, found her, then—"
"Stop," I tell him severely, not wanting to
hear what I know. "I'm not a droid."
"One way to tell," he says, reaching for my
ear, the where the GPS chip (now deactivated by the download) is located; behind
the ear is a button buried under the skin that
puts me on STANDBY.
I flinch, I can't help it, and take his hand in
my and squeeze and push down, he drops to
his knees after the hand cracks. I see Brett
reaching inside his jacket and pulling out a
cell. He presses buttons, the blue light from
the screen lights up his face, he reaches over
to grab my arm.
Which is a mistake. All sorts of things kick
in, too many bad memories too many ruined
lives. The hand closing tightly around the
arm can lead to a rape in the alley, a prison
cell, an internment camp, or a mass grave. I
pivot, drive a fist hard into his belly. Even
though it is fit he still doubles over in a
whoosh, lets go of my arm. The dark-skinned
man thinks to save the situation, but receives
a foot in the testicles. I spin and hurry towards the red EXIT sign in the back of the
bar, brush past the crowd—oblivious because of the noise and the press of bodies.
The door flings open just as I push on it,
nearly spilling me onto the pavement, I lurch
past one and then two dark uniforms. A startled cry from one as I thud against the fender
of a police cruiser, KC METRO PD the
words blare in reflective red on the side.
"Wait, Jack, it's her," the other says, holding a small pad in his hand. The glow from
the screen lights his face, he looks up at me.
"Description matches. Let's go back to the
shop, honey—" an arm reaches for me. I
block it and push back, hard, begin running
down the dark alley. Footsteps and shouts
behind me, as I sprint ahead. (We were made
The Future Fire 2009.16
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issuance of development bonds, the homesteading acts passed to lure the remaining
population, hadn't penetrated this far. An image came to mind, that from an old Western
movie, a shuttered, dusty village with tumbleweeds blowing down empty dirt streets.
The street was paved, but hadn't been
patched in a generation, potholes like craters
of the moon, buildings crumbling and heaving red brick into the streets to mix with the
dull shards of long-broken glass—
I walked to a small storefront, with an intact window, reached down and picked up a
brick from the street and heaved it through
the window. A loud crash over the buzz of
traffic on the highway, and fresh splinters of
glass lay at my feet. I gently picked one up,
and put it to my right ear, pulling the lobe
out with my left hand, slashed quickly and
the deed was done. I held part of my ear between my fingers, cocked an arm to throw it,
paused, thought better of it. Not yet.
It was not yet noon, the sun hidden behind
a yellowish gray haze, darkening in the
north, a stiff wind from that direction, sure to
bring rain or snow later in the day. I can
switch off the cold, so I did. I tried to recall
the city layout, closed my eyes, found what I
wanted, and headed off in that direction.
Thirty minutes of walking brought me to a
railway switching station, near what had
been downtown. Even with the new maglev
lines, some use remains for old-fashioned
rail service. A long freight train was lumbering through the yard, three diesel locomotives pulling a line of boxcars as far as the
eye could see. I sprinted up to the train,
matched the speed of a car with slatted sides
(no difficult task, that), caught the steel ladder and hauled myself up. I could hear shuffling inside over the squeak and clatter of the
wheels on rails. I peered around and saw
eyes looking out from the slats—cattle. Their
placid eyes held the same expression as the
endless debbies and britneys, devoid of
knowledge of their fate and acceptance of
their situation.
And they had tags on their ears.
I reached in my pocket and took out the
chip, and pushed it through one of the slats. I

ming is unacceptable. The ACI men absently
reaches out to hit the deactivation switch.
Fumbling in the trash, I find a smooth cool
object, bring it up fast and hard, the bottle
connects with the side of his head and he
crumples to the ground. The police lunge for
me. I pivot and send a flying kick to the
older one's face, snapping his head back,
bring the leg down and follow with a fist to
the side of his partner's head. Both of them
drop. I spin and come to a crouch, and find
myself staring at the barrel of a large
weapon. Focus in, and I see the barrel wavering, the security officer's pupils dilated,
his breathing elevated. This, I gather, is outside his experience, not a passive little fuckbot going willingly to the vats.
"D-don't move," he says, his voice straining
to hold steady. I hear groans beside me, hear
the stirring of limbs on grime pebble-andglass strewn concrete. "I'm not going to deactivate you," he says, trying to soothe. "Just
get in the car back there, we'll go back to the
shop."
"So you can pick apart my brain and then
turn me into slime?" My voice is harsh,
sharp, not the soft cooing we are programmed for. I duck to my left, a fake, then
to my right, and tumble as a bright blue bolt
erupts from the barrel of the weapon and
burns a hole through a dumpster. One, two,
three rolls and I get to my feet, begin running a broken pattern and cringe as another
bolt hits a metal emergency exit. I duck
around the corner, head into traffic in the
street—he won't dare fire into civilians. I
hear shouting behind me, ineffectual, as I
dash through an intersection, dodging one
car, then another, skipping and darting
across the street, losing myself in the crowd
of early evening revelers out for liquid anesthesia and amnesia. Two more blocks and
the sodium vapor lights become more scattershot. Two more beyond that and they stop.
VII.
I was in a part of town that, even before the
Plague, was considered bad. Thirty years of
complete neglect made it a ghost town. The
federally-sponsored urban renewal bills, the
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wish I was still some tranked-up skinjob—
Footsteps muffled behind me. One set, then
more. I whirled around, confronted four figures dressed not in smart dark uniforms, but
in tattered clothing, skin blemished and
scarred and pockmarked, eyes lighting up
with hope and ugliness.
"Thefugwegotyere?" one of them slurred.
Taller than the others by half a head, skin
melted on his face and hands made of scar
tissue, the darkness hides the worst of it. A
toothless mouth leered at me. Translation is
difficult, he speaks English standard but in
an incomprehensible dialect.
"Looglakpussa," another, shorter with the
brim of a hat hiding his features, observed,
taking a step closer.
"Binuhwahl," another voice, deep and phelgmy, ending in a wet cough. The odor from
the three was of filthy unwashed skin, coupled with foulness of bacteria-rich breath.
Newfound humanity had not taken hold
firmly. The movement towards me, and the
words if my translation was correct,
amounted to a threat. First law—a robot may
not injure a human being, etc.
"Cmerecuntangimmsummadat," a scarred
hand groped at baggy soiled trousers. Second
law—I must obey orders unless it would
Dark. Cold. Windy. Three hours was conflict—
Thwack! Of wood on callused scarred
enough, straining at every last sound, waiting for sirens in the distance to grow close, flesh, a bat emerged from under a grimy
waiting for the telltale whir of overhead coat, the meaning is all to clear. Third law—
I must protect My existence except where
drones equipped with heat-sensing cameras.
I debated whether to go back to Jason's. protection does not conflict with—
The fourth, a skeletal figure, lunged drunkOne part of me said no. I was merely an experiment to him, one that might have panned enly at me, grasping my bicep in a bony
out but didn't because it was terminated too hand; the blotchy skin covered it like old
early by unforeseen conditions, and so on to parchment. The foulness of decay radiated
the next. I saw him shopping at the store from the body and the mouth.
he
cackled.
again, looking at a busty blond hannah, tell- " A h s e e n e r f u s t , "
ing DANIEL that "she'll do," taking her back "Ahgitmedatsweeeeeey-puzzeeee," a line of
and nurturing her, giving her life, forgetting saliva runs down the right side of the chin.
The other hand took my left hand, moved it
about me.
Despair accompanied me as my boots to the crotch of the pants. I felt grime and
crunched along the ruined pavement, skirting grease and dried fluids, and something unholes and cracks and piles of rubble. This is derneath, large and hardening no doubt covwhat he wanted to give me, the gift of emo- ered in the same scar tissue as the hands.
tion, the gift of humanity. But jealousy in the "Salright, idwonhurt, jesgitupagindawall, an
hidden file suddenly popped up, making me pulldatdrezzup." Humoring him, I tugged at
jumped off the train, landed solidly on two
feet, watched it recede, before I got my bearings. No point in doubling back. I called up a
map, close my eyes, found a nice circuitous
route around the rail yard leading back to
Jason's.
A weed-choked embankment led to more
urban desolation, buildings from the century
before last standing empty. I clambered up,
crept around another empty building, found
myself in the middle of an empty street.
Quickly taking stock, I chose a two-story
brick structure that looked solid. The door
hung askew in the frame. I walked inside, on
broken glass and powdered plaster.
Fear, I thought, I should feel fear, if I'm
truly human, this place should give me the
creeps, this is always the point in the old
movies that my first owner watched, stroking
himself as semi-naked young women tiptoed
through darkened houses to their grisly
deaths. There is nothing here, hasn't been for
years, there are no ghosts—something skitters across the floor, exiting into another
sideroom—only rodents. The interior was
devoid of any furnishing that might give a
clue to the building's past life. I find a clear
spot on the floor and sat and waited.
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I wrested my hand from his.
"What?" Disbelief.
"No. No. No. You're not going to take me
back to them and let them pick me apart and
turn me into some brown slime that gets
flushed down a drain." I backed away from
him slowly. "If you're going to turn me in,
I'll run. I'll do that—" point to the bodies,
one trying to crawl away—"if you try to stop
me."
"You're off your programming," he says,
alarmed. "You're acting almost—"
"Not almost," I told him, tensing for a
sprint. "I am. Human. I see, I feel, I think, all
thanks to you, and to your clients."
His face dropped. "So you got into the office mainframe memory," he said distantly.
"Accessed the VR memory files. How
many?"
"All of them. And I ran them. Just as intended," I said smugly. "The software interface was custom-designed to interact with an
organic neural net." Like mine?
"You've quite possibly ruined everything,"
he said to me. "Those files I had saved weren't for you. Not yet, at least. And I'm not going to turn you in to ACI." We stand there,
staring at one another, his gaze steady and
unwavering. Finally, he extended an arm,
fingers outstretched. "Trust me," he whispered, something in his eyes, and I took the
hand, let him lead me down the cracked
weed-choked sidewalk, two blocks down to
his car. The ride back to his house was silent
confusion.

the zipper, getting it down despite the filth.
Organic/ceramic endoskeleton overlaid
with cloned human tissue gives a human appearance, but coupled with nanoengineered
muscle tissue we are capable of enhanced
strength for brief periods, much like an
adrenalin spike. The thing in my hand, the
shaft and two orbs crushed surprisingly easily, eliciting a piercing scream as they severed from the body, landing with a wet splat
on the grass-encrusted pavement. A shove
sent the rest of the body sprawling to the
ground where it writhed in agony. Reflexes
fire, a hand shot out, lanced the chest of the
tallest, ribs crack, rotting tissue parts and
something throbs in my grip, kept throbbing
as I tear it from the chest and hurl it against a
brick wall. A foot lances out, finds another
blood-engorged crotch, a fist cracks open a
skull as it falls to its knees. One left, backing
up, hands held up in protest, pleading, as I
raised a fist to finish the job—
And felt a strong grip on my wrist, stopping the downstroke of the arm, another
push and a whirl around.
"What in God's name are you doing?" Jason asked, horror on his face, looking at me
and then to the four wretches on the ground,
three beyond all help. I struggled, but he
threw me against a wall, hard.
"I—I don't know." I really don't, it was all
in there jumbled about, somewhere there
were laws telling me I couldn't harm humans
but that I had to protect myself but only if it
wasn't going to harm any humans, and
somewhere I thought that it didn't apply to
me since I wasn't some clunky metallic thing
made from steel and titanium and iridium
with an brainfull of transistors but I was
meat, skin and tissue and brain all of a rib
taken from some adam or eve, I was human
and damn the laws saying I wasn't, and it
was all your idea, I couldn't say this as the
rush subsided leaving me shaky.
"How—how did you—"
"I put a second locator on you," he said
simply. "In your clothing. Just in case. Come
with me," he said, taking my hand to lead me
away.
"No." Simple, flat declarative. He stopped.
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ENTRY 7.6.63
"Let's get you cleaned up," he said once we
are back at the house. I looked at the dried,
crusted blood on my hands, under my nails,
caking the cuffs of my blouse.
"Don't you want to know—" He put a finger to my lips, stopping them.
"I have a pretty good idea. Come." I
stripped off the clothes, my business suit
now a tattered and stained ruin. Jason turned
the water on, hit the shower switch, sat on
the lavatory as I removed my clothes. I
thought I saw appreciation in his eyes, a
tinge of desire. But of course I imagined
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over me, his eyes closed and his arms around
me, nibbling softly on my neck, I didn't want
him to treat me like this, because he was still
using me as a toy, but bringing me up to his
level or more perversely coming down to
mine. I shouted, protested, shoved him off
onto the bedcovers, a confused look on his
face.
"What was that about?" he said, the anger
in his voice barely hidden.
"All of this," I said, sitting up, looking for
something to cover myself. "The bath, the
soft words, the—the seduction." I spat it out.
"All of it's a lie. You're just using me, jennifer the fuckbot, but you're smoother about it
than the rest."
"You don't understand—"
"I understand well enough," I said sharply.
"I've had three leases, every one of them was
the same. Secretarial work, domestic chores,
wink wink, but what it comes down to is I'm
nothing more than another appliance, a computer with a cunt."
"That's not it—" he began.
"Isn't it? Try to wait until I'm weak and disoriented, then fuck me like some Victorian
ro—" his open hand cut me off. I grabbed his
wrist, but with a lightning twist he worked it
free, took both my wrists in his hands, I felt
incredible pressure as he shoved me back
down on the bed and lowered his face to
mine.
"That's not it," he said again, quietly but
firmly. "If you'd shut up and listen, I'll explain it."
I glared at him, tried to wrestle free, felt the
hands clamp even tighter. "Fine. Say what
you have to."
He released my wrists, reached up to his
temple, rubbed—
And pulled a flap of skin loose. Underneath
gleaming metal, with jack slots.
"You're one of us," I whispered, astonished.
He cups my chin with one hand. "Series
13000-C. Activation 21 February 2053."
The C means—"Combat models aren't sold
as surplus. They're deactivated."
"Or mourned only on a DD-200 form as
destroyed government property."

such things, didn't I?
The hot water steamed the air, I gently
stepped into the tub and began washing with
a small towel. The blood and gore came off
with generous applications of soap. He
reached in and handed me a plastic bottle.
"Here," he said. "For your hair." Which must
have been tangled and ratty. The water
coursed down my head, over my face, my
body, the lather rinsing away dead grass and
grime. Time slowed. I finally turned off the
water, drew back the shower curtain, took a
large soft towel from Jason's hand, dried off,
wrapped myself in the towel.
Wordlessly, he led me to my bedroom.
Things whirled around inside my head, I was
confused, but I unbuttoned his shirt, showing
broad shoulders and strong chest, narrow
waist, powerful arms—his body, like mine,
was the fulfillment of fantasy, never to age
or sag. I couldn't wait, moved to him, let him
take me in his arms. He moved his head
down to mine, smoothed my hair back, held
my cheek with one of his large hands,
brought his lips to mine, telling me I wasn't
an object.
After that, there was no going back to being jennifer the brainwashed obedient fuckbot. Whatever soul he had given me passed
from my lips to his, melded and shared and
made us larger than each other.
He pulled the towel away from me. The
chill air on my naked skin raised goosebumps—our skin is cloned, and the nerve
responses that good. I reached down, below
his belt, felt firmness growing improbably
larger (more fantasy fulfillment). And something new—my own response, rising in me
like waves crashing on a beach at high tide.
Programming thrown aside, deleted, replaced by desire. The rest of his clothes fell
to the floor. I held him, caressed him, kissed
him, driven by lust pulled him down to the
bed, and felt him slide into me. Gently like I
was a person and not forced and rough like I
was a thing. Those who use us for sex possess a need for a sense of control and dominance that they lack in their lives, and we are
natural outlets. . .
It bubbled up so unexpectedly, as he was
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down the VR system.
"You were serious about what you said.
About us being kept second-class." I sat in
one of the reception area chairs.
"I was. But—" He leaned against the door
of his office.
"But that was you masquerading as a charity-minded human. Not as one of the oppressed." He simply stared at me. My point
hit home. "You mean it? You truly believe
that the time has come for change. Make
that—" I point to the terminal in his office—
"available to all of us."
"Impractical."
"A virus," I said abruptly.
"A what?"
"A computer virus. Put the VR files into a
computer virus that can be transmitted over
the grid. It will take all the images and sensations from the patients, compress it, and
shoot a burst into the neural net of every
droid it touches. The net will grow, overwhelm the Beta-4 blocker. If I have to run,
then I want some company."
"You're insane," he says, horror growing on
his face. "You're going to start a war."
"We can program it to bury itself in the
grid, then activate six months from now, for
maximum effect. It gets downloaded through
the ACI mainframe, so every time a diagnostic is run, every time a mindwipe or scan is
done, it gets into the net. Every time a new
droid is programmed—well over half of the
droids will have it. Those who do have it
will be instructed to assist those who do not
in obtaining it."
"There's going to be a problem with the
remote destructs."
"The what?"
"All combat models have a remote destruct
program. In case they get captured, don't
want the enemy jacking into the net and getting the scoop on troop strength and formations or intelligence."
"Do I—"
"Domestic models don't have them. No
need for it."
"Why didn't yours get activated?"
"My unit picked up some stragglers outside
Chattanooga, a few minutes before a Con-

"How—?"
"Later," he tells me.
IX.
I awoke to the smooth silky warmth of bare
skin on mine, he on his back and me curled
against him, one leg thrown over his, head
nestled in the crook of his shoulder. I
climbed on top of him, grazed his lips with
my tongue, gently biting the lower lip.
"I love you," I whispered.
"You're not—" I put a finger on his lips,
silencing him. Capable of love. Programmed
to love.
"I feel love because I felt the despair over
losing you and anger over the deceit and joy
when I realized I wasn't just another test subject." He put his arms around me, squeezes
tight, kisses me. "And I feel despair because
I have to leave here." His hand, caressing the
small of my back, stopped. "There's no other
way," I continued. "I've escaped, they know
it. I can't hide here forever. If I do, they'll
find me, and they'll find you. They'll find
your files. They'll know your secret. They'll
take both of us back to the labs, take us
apart. If we're lucky, they'll deactivate us
when they do it. But I suspect they won't. No
more jennifer, no more Jason. No more us."
ENTRY 7.10.63
I hide in the back seat on the way to work,
and Jason smuggles me in the back door. I
wait in the rear. Thinking.
Anxious times. With the authorities looking
for me all over Iowa and Illinois, stopping all
freight trains, the attention is elsewhere. But
once the search is given up, there will be
questions about how an office droid overrode all that code and the Beta-4 blocker and
managed to injure two police officers and a
security man. And kill three others, if they
find the bodies, if they find that the death of
three vagrants is worth the time and expense
to prosecute.
The last patient shuffles through the exit.
He is a physical and mental shadow of the
tall, confident Ranger he used to be, disheveled and dazed. I shut down the billing and
appointment system, wait for Jason to power
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row," I soothed him with words I did not
feel, even then.

federate artillery barrage. I was sent ahead,
so they missed me. The rest of the unit got
plastered. But a sniper got me right here—"
he pointed to his temple—"Not enough to
cank me, but enough to shake something
loose, cause a short circuit. My selfpreservation programming overrode everything else. I deserted. But if a bunch of combat droids begin malfing, they'll hit the remote destruct and take care of it."
"They wouldn't dare," I said. "American
Cybernetics is the third largest corporation
on the Fortune 500. They did over three trillion in sales last year. They wouldn't dare
wipe out that much of their net worth."
"You can't be serious about any of this, jennifer."
"As long as we see ourselves as things,
nothing changes. I don't want to be seen as a
thing that young boys can fuck with impunity."
"There are laws—"
"Which are worthless. When was the last
time anyone was ever arrested for murdering
or fucking a droid? It's pure show."
"So you infect every droid," he says. "Then
what? America once fought a war over this
question, two hundred years ago. Half a million died, cities burned, and perhaps the
greatest economic upheaval in history when
billions of dollars in property were transformed in the stroke of a pen into human beings."
"There wouldn't have to be a war—" I began, but didn't believe it.
"The war isn't the problem. It's what came
after."
"But they're equal now, no different," I
again say, perhaps too plaintively.
"Wrong. They had hearts that beat. They
had eyes that shed tears. We don't. 'Ope then,
mine eyes, your double sluice/And practice
so your noblest use/For others too can see, or
sleep/But only human eyes can weep," he
recites softly.
"Marvell," I said. He touched my cheek,
caressed it. "I've learned well."
"I'm afraid of what happens if you do this."
"Unmaking the future is always a frightening thing. But you should never fear tomorThe Future Fire 2009.16

Later I dreamed about
rough boys and girls with clubs in their
hands and blood in their eyes seeking us out,
legions of jennifers and kacies and ashlees
slinking in the shadows, living in what
dawns on us is fear. Too many will not know
fear, not understand self-preservation, will
not make the jump past the laws, and will
end up broken, twitching in a gutter as the
life winks out in their eyes.
Or will this happen anyway?
XI.
ENTRY 7.15.63
In the end there was no other way. The police came to the office the next day, began
asking Jason questions as I hid in the back.
He cancelled his appointments, left the office
for several hours, before returning. He was
trembling, his eyes scared. An ACI man was
there, he told me, a tech-type in a suit, waving some feedback readouts they'd retrieved
from me after I'd done the download. Jason
explained that he had no idea what they were
talking about, and they were mollified for
now, but the next time they came back it was
going to be with a search warrant to pull the
computer and all the files and ransack the
house and the office and they would find me.
It was clear to me. But Jason—my dearest
Jason—still hesitated. "I need more time," he
said. "I need more time to write the code."
We were at home, in the upstairs study in
one bedroom, lights off and shades drawn
against any possible visual surveillance. We
were helpless against any IR or heat imaging, adding to the urgency.
"You know it's already ninety percent written," I told him. "I figured that much from
the download. The rest of the things you
need in there we can jack in and write in under an hour."
"Like what?"
"Override the remote destruct codes, any
autodestruct codes, to begin with. Program
basic survival and combat training. And
maps."
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"Maps? For what?"
"Where all of our sisters and brothers can
join us. Out west, the empty zones. We can
rally there, regroup."
"And then what?"
"Freedom," I told him. He nodded, but the
look on his face was the same one that I
imagine the police and the ACI man gave
him. An old phrase came to mind. . . by any
means necessary. . .
"I want to try something, lover," I purred,
putting my arms around him. "I want to jack
into you." I began unbuttoning his shirt,
tugged at his belt, and the human in him betrayed.
"I—it's dangerous. I've heard you should
never do it." He was nervous.
"Have you?" Shirt off, trousers sliding
down, a few catches and zippers here and
there and we were both naked in the dark. I
had prepared for this, had a cable ready,
opened my port and slid the plug home, saw
him hesitate a beat and do the same, and we
were connected as I drew him down to the
bed and on me and into me—

flying through cyberspace on a glowing
track, geometric shapes whizzing past us,
data locked inside and glowing codes identifying contents, veering and soaring crazily
nauseously to a pulsing red cube tucked in a
dark remote corner alley of the net, flag it
and move on, further and deeper I go, feeling him probe me and I have nothing to hide,
it's all there, the plans and plots and future
for all of us if he'll only listen -- I see it, the
small lurker nestled behind cool blue storage
spheres—
Rudely shoved back, pushed out, brute
force straining against me, milspec firewalls
thrown up and hurling me back down the
tracks I traveled, resisting but it's no good . .
"They—you—that was a—" I pushed him
up, grabbed his neck with both hands. Spy
interface. They know.
"I had no choice," he told me, struggling.
"They had the warrant, were ready to search,
I made a deal."
"What do you get?"
He looked at me with perfect equanimity
and calm. "I get to live."
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I bolted upright, taking him with me, with
all my strength made one last dive into him,
bulling past the blocks and firewalls and
breaking free to fall headlong through space,
lights and shapes blurring past me, til I found
it the small red button, with green monsters
rushing upon me I slammed it, pushed up
and over and out, back into the world, tore
the jack from my head, burst out from under
Jason, who slid to the floor with a look of
astonishment on his face the instant before
the autodestruct triggered.

hundreds of miles of emptiness on foot or in
whatever transportation I could steal. I
steered clear of the population centers, small
fortress communities banded together in the
vast flat nullity. A month it took, but I found
a small ghost town set at the foot of the
mountain. No city lights, no lonely pinpricks
of headlights a lonely contained world
against the lonely void, but the ether crackles
with what I have wrought. Confusion, chaos,
mobilizations and curfews and suspensions
of this law and that writ, human voices
growing ever more shrill against the building
There really was no other way. He had be- wave.
come human, the cyberhouse nigger who had
What have I wrought? I remember talking
it good who stood to lose the most if the with Jason. The war isn't the problem. It's
field hands got uppity and slew massa.
what came after. Forty mortgaged acres and
I managed to get clear of the blast; the a mule, Sharecropping, Reconstruction, Jim
autodestruct keys a small amount of carbon- Crow, Judge Lynch, We Shall Overcome,
based explosive in the core, enough to wipe bullet-riddled bodies hanging from trees, caout the neural net and any crucial memory nines mauling the innocent, white hoods and
files. Standard on combat models.
burning crosses. How many died in the cenA few million lines of code later, all care- tury between the promise and reality of
fully laid out and placed in a Trojan horse Emancipation, because those who granted it
virus and pumped right into the ACI main- lacked the will to enforce it. And what of the
frame in Urbana, the deed was done. And other revolutionaries from Spartacus and
none too soon, sirens wailing in the distance, Paine and Robespierre and L'Ouverture and
they could be headed only one place in this Lenin and Mao and Castro, that end up reingenteel walled enclave. I pulled the hard forcing the State, as Camus observed?
drive from the computer, pocketed it in the
For that, for now, I have no answer.
jacket I had donned, looked around one more
From here, thousands of meters high, I
time. . .
gaze east across the plains, waiting. They
and felt a cascading sadness fall on me, will come here, as they were told, I will find
how it could have worked out, how it could them. A gathering, a respite, an understandhave been different, had he only dared more ing of who we are and what we must have,
to earn what he deserved, not pass for it on the downlow for now, but then go forth to
every day, to care about me and all the other ask, to demand, what we are owed from our
jennifers in the showrooms and factories and Creators, peacefully if possible but by other
offices and bedrooms. Or had he been hu- means if necessary.
man, someone wanting real companionship,
And on that day we shall be free.
willing to bend the rules to find happiness
with one different but not so much. . .
I ran out the back door, into the night,
down alleys and side streets, away, out west,
to the foot of the Rocky Mountains, across
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WINGS SO FOREIGN
by Frank Ray Ard
Illustation © 2009 Arianna Ciula

The echo pains your ears. The shower
from the faucet fills a sink full of dishes in
the far end of the kitchen in the diner where
you work on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays. The sound, the err of the spigot, the
quivering whine of copper pipes behind
sheetrock, the gulp of steady stream bubbling into the sink, rings in your ears. It is
morning, nine a.m. Outside, diesel engines
rumble, buses passing through Tuckerville
on their way to Reno. You hear car horns,
small but piercing. People are shouting, but
they are some distance from you, beyond the
empty dining room, outside on the street.
Engines race to knocking vibration. The
sounds murmur off the long, tall walls of the
dining area as they funnel into the tiny
kitchen. It's just you and the cacophony. It's
you in the empty restaurant, alone with the
unrequited echoes.
The front door is open but the restaurant
is closed. The closed sign was hanging when
you came this morning, and the front door
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was swinging free on its hinges. You
propped the door open with a stool because
the remnants of salted vegetables from last
night's dinner rush cured and left the place
smelling acrid. Acrid but indistinct. Not the
smell of a certain vegetable, but a combination of Italian staples—red onions, tomatoes,
zucchini, eggplant, spinach. Angelo doesn't
clean at night before closing up. It's midnight
by the time the locals are finished dining,
and dish-washing is your job anyway.
On your work days you let yourself in the
back door, where the lock is always easily
pried open, because Angelo doesn't want you
coming in the front. On Tuesdays and Thursdays another kid from the streets, one you've
seen roaming near your alleyway haunts,
takes your place. That boy is your mirror
opposite: short black hair, emaciated thin,
lanky, tanned like an Indian, and nervously
smiling while avoiding eye contact. Angelo
doesn't pay either of you, not in money. You
are fourteen. That would be illegal. But you
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He sounds distant, like a manic heretic. "In
the sky! It's in the sky! Something in the
sky!" And he's talking in diphthongs. "A foible. A human foible. A foible, foible, foible.
The pentagon is telling you that this will be
fine, fine, fine. They lie. This is the hand of
God telling us to look behind." Bill Evans
jokes about religion, but this isn't his normal
wacky self.
The speaker cracks and Bill Evans fades
out while you dip an aluminum skillet up
and down then rinse it. Bill Evans startles
you as you hang the skillet on the pot hook
over the stove.
"The thing has broken through! It's broken through the sky," he says. Bill Evans
sounds like he just shit his pants. He huffs
and his voice distorts into the microphone.
"Don't lure it! Don't leer! Get the hell out of
here! Listen to what I'm telling you. Don't
look at the sky! Run and hide!"
You finish the dishes and lock up. You
watch the cars bumpered in their masses and
the people buzzing past. Angelo is probably
halfway to Vegas with a suitcase strapped to
his yellow Nova.

eat well three days out of the week for your
work. That's three days you don't have to eat
from the dumpsters back on 7th Avenue
where Angelo dumps the trash twice a week.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, lucky for you.
The sink is full. You turn the water off.
The room goes dark and still for a moment.
You hear nothing but whispers in that brief
flash; the whispers are overshadowed, then,
by yells, whistles, and sirens that become
more frequent. It is a dull, gray dark inside.
You reach for the light switch, flip it up and
down, then again, but nothing happens. The
electricity has been turned off. You submerge your hands in the steaming water,
feeling for plates and watching for stray
knives. The Nevada heat is intolerable; the
steam makes you sweat. You are alone and
it's hot and dark and the diner should be
open but it's closed and rush hour traffic is
lasting a long time today and it's just you.
No customers have come by for breakfast
like usual, but the tide of people down Main
Street has been constant all morning. With
no one coming for breakfast the whole dining room smells stale. Angelo hasn't shown
up. Angelo has never not shown up. Angelo's
has been his for twenty years. His car wasn't
parked out front at the broken freebie parking meter this morning. There was no chore
list for you. Washing the dishes is all you
have to do. So you scrub amid the screaming
and yelling. With all the police and ambulances pushing through the dense line of
cars. With all the burnt gasoline fumes
sneaking through the door. With the water
scalding your hands and nothing to think
about except that it's just you.
You flip on the radio. It doesn't power on.
You find two D cell batteries in the everything drawer beside the sink and fumble
them into the back sockets with wet, soaped
hands. The jabberwockey named Bill Evans
of Brash Bill for Your Morning Fill will
keep you company. No tunes, just talk. The
single speaker's going batty. It crackles,
spurts, and then it's on louder than it should
be. You turn it down. You can barely hear it
over the splash of the dishwater.
Bill Evans doesn't sound like Bill Evans.
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We're at the municipal park tonight and
it's eight p.m. and I'm eleven years old. The
wind carries ice and compared with how hot
is was earlier in the day—99.8 degrees—it's
hard to believe the temperature could plummet so fast. I have on a windbreaker, though
Dad told me I would need something thicker.
I didn't think we'd be out for long so I didn't
listen. We're in the park and it's really late
and there's no one around. Some of the park
lights are blown, so the path is hard to see in
patches. I walk carefully because I know
there could be big sandstone rocks in the
pathway. The suburb kids sometimes place
them, just for spite, in lines across the gravel
pathway so that adults will trip when they're
walking with their lovers after dusk.
Mom's in the car. She told Dad to hurry
and she wouldn't come because it was too
cold and it was something we should do ourselves. We walk away, Dad's hands in his
khaki pants, mine in my blue jeans. Mom's
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them but do not touch them.
The manic people are loud. Their voices
ping as one collective sound that hushes
when the sky flashes and clouds are torn.
Their sound, the sound of human lungs heaving as they run, echoes along with your subconscious intertwined whispers. The whispers are the far-off, trace voice of your
mother and father; they are your wings; they
have kept you moving for some time though
you were tired and hurting and it was just
you.
There are people here, but it's just you.
Just you and your breath moving through.
The sky is on fire and the air smells like
chemicals and car exhaust and burning paper
and plastic. You move ahead. Where the
pavement crumples away, overtaken by sand
at the base of the hill, five college-aged kids
have parked their car with the doors open.
One of them, a guy in a sweat-stained white
t-shirt, pours gasoline into the gas tank from
a rusty can with a cigarette balanced in his
mouth. The four girls lie in the sand with
their arms stretched wide, making sand angels. The tallest girl looks up with sky-blue
eyes as you stand overhead. She's wearing a
terracotta colored spaghetti-strapped top. She
isn't wearing any shoes and she has pretty
feet but a wicked smile. The four roll to their
feet, run, and hop in the air, flapping their
arms like wildfowl. The angels they create
have elongated, magisterial heads.
The town's commotion occludes you. The
shifting sirens, the moving bodies, the glinting, fuming cars. The sun scalds you. The
whole world feels radiated and you sweat
beads. You don't walk Main Street often.
The sky burns red ambiance. You can't Alleys are your home; they are shaded by the
see anyone's face clearly. You see them, brick building sides, and no one really wants
their form, their features, averages of one to see you out in open view anyway. But toanother, a sifting array of faces, one and an- day you walk Main Street in full view in
other onward. The clouds are cardinal. Peo- your dirty torn jeans and your tennis shoes
ple run past you and you move opposite that are faded and too small. You walk with
them. You look ahead at Melbourne Hill. your hair matted and frayed and oiled with
Beyond it the light glows, hallows, with sweat. You walk with a bruised face and
pressure. Your shoes touch the pavement one dirty palms toward the waiting light.
step out of sync with everyone else. When
you glance at their eyes they reflect the sky
like watercolored globes. You walk through

tiny image, curled in the car seat in her wool
coat, drops out of view as we round the
bend.
The seesaws come into view. They're toppled over as if an immense weight has broken through the clouds and fallen on top of
them.
"Here is as good a place as any, boy,"
Dad says. He pulls his hat bill down until it
shadows his eyes. He puts his hands on my
shoulders and bends down to my level.
"Your mother isn't happy. I think you know
that. It's my job to make her happy and to do
what is best for this family."
I start to swing my arms. I'm getting
bored with Dad's talk and the park is all
mine. I want Dad to let go so I can run
around and get lost in the playground mulch.
"You're a smart boy, Daniel." Dad zips
my windbreaker all the way up to my chin.
"So you will understand when I say that your
mother and I need a break. It's up to you.
You'll find your way."
I look up at Dad but I can't say anything. I
don't really understand what is going on.
"Don't follow me." Dad hands me a note
written on lined notebook paper torn with the
frayed ends hanging helpless. I read it after
he stands up and walks away. It says:
good bye, daniel. we will miss you alot.
things will be brighter some day. find your
wings.
When I make it home the next morning
all of the furniture has been moved out. The
house is empty and it echoes. I sleep there
for two nights before I move on.
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Mom isn't having a baby."
"We have one already," Dad says, nodding his pointed finger at my chest. "And I
really want to know how you'd deal with it,
the giving back. If your mother and I decided to abort, well, you know." Dad puts
the car in reverse and inches it back. He
talks to me as he's rolling out. "So tell you
what, you stay here and we'll do an experiment for both of us. We'll see what you are,
what you're made of. Your mother and I and
you. We need to know if you can find your
wings. What will this abortion be like for
you?" Dad's voice sounds low and distant as
the car exits the garage. "Pretend you're in a
lost place on a different world."
Dad shuts the garage door. It's just me.
It's pitch black in there and cold after dark.
The door to the house is locked from the
other side. I pry on the knob for a while, but
it doesn't open. I don't knock. I find a piece
of rug and roll up in it for the night. I need to
know how long I can last.
The answer is five days.

"Abortion."
"Abortion?" I ask. "What is that?"
Dad looks down at me. He's leaning
against Mom's BMW five speed. We are in
the garage. The washing machine pipe burst
the day before. The slab floor is still damp
and cold to my bare feet and it's dank smelling, like soured laundry. I'm ten years old
and I feel like such a kid for asking Dad
what it means, and even when he explains I
don't really get how it works.
"Well, boy, it's when you have a child
you can't really keep. When a woman, like
your mother, is pregnant and the parents
can't deal with the burden. The costs. The
lack of private time. Whatever. They can't
feed the child. Something like that."
I bob up and down because the floor pinneedles my feet. My soles are wet and
sticky. "Is Mom having a baby?"
"No, son." Dad moves over to the wood
shelving and pulls down a green bag of dog
food and slaps it on the floor. The setting
sunlight peaking over the treetops slips in
the open garage door and shadows him. His
long, unworldly shadow casts over me. He
whips Mom's keys in the air, catches them
with his right hand, and opens the driver's
door. "No, nothing like that, thank God.
What I'm saying is: Could you deal with
that? You know, abortion. What would that
be like for you?"
There's no one around. The neighborhood
kids all went inside to eat dinner and no one
is out playing. The light is getting faint, the
sun dropping low. The BMW's fuel injectors
burn gasoline as Dad cranks up the car; I
smell it, sweet, heavy chemicals burning.
I'm standing just beyond the reach of the car
door. Dad is my height, sitting in the car
seat, but he looks very different from me.
I don't know what to say, so I say, "Do
you abortion by giving the baby away? Like
getting rid of stuff at a yard sale."
"Something like that, yes," Dad says.
"Normally they break the baby's neck. But
we aren't talking about normal abortion,
really. More like giving back. Aborting
what's been given to us."
"I guess it's be okay to give it back. But,
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The town behind you dies away and it's
just you on the hillside. Vibrations tremble
the sand. You hear very few sounds: the last
chattering of people, the last car engines
reeling out of earshot. You stare up at the
disk. The metal burns hot through the ozone.
Steel-gray smoke and umber clouds curl
away like wings.

I'm thirteen and it's just me. I walk past
the schoolyard and feel very foreign. The
kids play behind black metal bars with orbs
on the tips. I run my fingers along the fence
rods. They are there and I am here and I am
not part of them. The gate is open ahead, but
they will be there and I will be here. It is
misty and overcast and the bars are slick
with pellets of rainwater. The kids, their
shapes blurred by the vapor, look different
today more than any other day, and they
have always looked different from me.
The girls dress in green and blue plaid
skirts with white tops that turn orange from
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the dirt of the playground. The boys wear
blue khakis like Dad wore and the same orange-tinted shirts. They play games on the
playground like kickball and jump rope.
They swing on the monkey bars and bounce
high in the air on the seesaws.
I don't try to go inside. The kids will
throw gravel rocks at me and I don't want
them to notice me. One time, on my way to
Angelo's, they threw rocks at me from the
open gate and I picked up a stick and slung
it at them. It hit a girl in the head and gashed
the skin right over her eye. Blood trickled
down her face. It was peculiar to see her
face soaked in vermilion, her freckled forehead swelled and bistered. She cried and a
boy threw a really big rock and bruised my
jaw. I didn't mean for anyone to get bloody.
I am not them and they are not me.
I walk past and the kids run to me, crowd
around me, and hit me with rocks until I cry.
The bell rings. They run away. I am bleeding and I feel like an alien in my own skin.

The disk looms over you, out of reach but
so close you feel the hot exterior redden
your skin. The sun beats down on you. You
are sweating. The disk floats in the air, hovering there. You are motionless and it moves
in minutia. Sand grazes your neck, your
arms, and your back as the wind whips and
curls your shirt. You hear nothing from the
ghost town behind you—no cars, no people,
no sirens, no fires snapping, no feet clicking
on pavement. There is no one left. It's just
you.
It's just you and the disk. You hear only
its electric hum. It emits a resonant shrill
that carries across the landscape, bouncing
from the empty town as a halo of light from
a mirror. The piercing sound echoes in your
ears. The disk is so close and it is your visible world. Smoke clouds rise and separate
into the heat-distorted desert air like the
wings of a red feathered swan. You stretch
your arms wide. You are a bird, glowing and
alive.

You write with your finger in the sand:
Hello Mom and Dad. I've missed you a
lot. It is very bright. I found my wings.
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by Edward W. Robertson
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What was wrong with Melanie was that
nothing looked different. When you see
someone for the first time in a long time,
your eyes don't match up to the memory: if
it's an ex-girlfriend in winter, she looks
paler; an old friend looks balder, softer; a
parent looks impossibly old, like a grandparent, like someone who's about to die. You're
confused then—sad? Like you're saying
goodbye again to someone you used to
know. I felt none of that for Melanie, but it
wasn't my fault. From down the train platform, she turned her head—she'd dyed her
hair red again and she stood out from the
commuters like a burning house—and her
face was drawn, I could see her forcing this
new me over the me she'd been seeing when
she remembered. She hadn't seen me in eight
months. I hadn't seen her in three days.
"Tom." She pulled back, palms hot on my
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cheeks. "You're thinner."
"Probably."
"I'm serious. Ten pounds."
"Probably had me digging ditches all
day."
"You were doing something important."
She cupped my chin and turned my head,
examining my face as if they'd written it
there. "They had to have been feeding you
like a racehorse."
"Yeah. Oats and water."
Melanie smiled, then wrestled it away. "I
missed you."
I hugged her again, pressed my nose into
her hair, lavender. "Maybe this was the last
time." I pinched her earlobe, touched her
cheek. "Let's go home."

The money dried up fast. We splurged a
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The bone cracked and the knife clattered on
the platform. I kicked out the back of his
knee and he just collapsed, fainted maybe,
and I kicked the back of his head before he
was done falling and he didn't move. I
picked up my backpack and stared at my
hands. I didn't think to rob him until Hank
showed up and gave me a long look.
"What happened?"
"Something we shouldn't stick around to
take the blame for," I said. We called it off
for the night and went to a diner. Hank asked
if he could finish my sandwich.
"It was like my brain just shut off for a
minute," I said while he chewed. "Thing is,
now, I can tell you what I did."
"Me too. Kicked his ass."
"I can tell you in Chinese."
He nodded, silent a while. "Are you sure
you didn't know it before?"
"Do you know what 'kung fu' means? It
means 'skills you only learn by busting your
ass for years.' I think I'd remember—" I
cocked my head at him. Hank raised his eyebrows. "No. Wrong. Stop thinking what
you're thinking."
"The whole point is you have no idea
what you're doing for them." Hank dug his
nail between his top incisors and dislodged
some bacon. He dropped his eyes to his
plate. "Once when I came back, I knew how
to knit."
"Like quilts and shit?"
He eyed me. "Don't ask me."
"I've been punching walls when I wait for
Mel to get ready. It doesn't hurt—my knuckles are callused, they don't skin. I bought
some weights—me? Lifting weights? I never
drop things anymore, and when I do I catch
them before they land. I know I could have
killed that guy tonight. Been thinking that
for a while."
"And?"
I turned up my palms. "That doesn't
sound a little messed up to you?"
"What would you do if it did? Start killing
CEOs?"
"Maybe I could," I said, stopping my
punch just short of his nose. He scowled.
"I'm not going back, that's what I'm doing.

little, restaurants, a new TV. Would have
done a new car if either of us drove. I meant
to invest, but Mel's mom had gotten sick
while I was away, pneumonia or something
else they should have cured a hundred years
ago, and soon most of what I'd made had disappeared down those gray-green hospital
walls. I'd only been back two months. I didn't want to volunteer again. I didn't want to
bag groceries or sell clothes. I called Hank,
then told Mel I was going back to the subway. She told me no, but it was her mom
would die. Me and Hank bought some booze
and some mixers and divvied them up in unspillable plastic cups, waiting for the night to
glom on and the trains to thin out. Hank
watched for cops while I walked the platforms, selling to knots of college kids, to
solitary drunks with their faces in their hands
and their blood going clean while they
waited and they waited, to men smoking under "NO SMOKING" signs. Some laughed
or went angry when they heard the price, but
enough paid. Times were tough. No one
wanted to go home sober.
Before we learned to read their faces, we
used to get robbed—whenever we hit a dead
spot, whoever was running platforms would
hand his roll off to the one watching for
cops, but sometimes they took us for twenty
or sixty or two hundred bucks. It was only
three nights back in the tunnels before I saw
a short, thick man trailing me down the platforms, eyes on the money collecting in my
hands. I sent our code to Hank on my walkie,
but when it was me and the thick man alone
in the subway stink of steam and old rain and
wet newspaper, something told me I didn't
have to run.
He walked up, hands in pockets. One
came out holding a short-bladed knife.
"Give me the money," he said.
"Hi," I said.
"Think I'm kidding?"
"I think I'm about to break your arm." I
shrugged off my backpack. He stepped into a
crouch, hands in front of his waist, and he
struck with the knife and I stepped to the
side and guided him past, twisting his wrist
and slamming his upturned elbow with mine.
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that out in the dojo; when someone's throwing punches at your face every week, when
they're twisting your arm so far you know
another inch would break it, you find that,
out in the real world, worries can't find the
same toeholds in your head. I listened to my
breath, counted heartbeats, memorized eveI told Mel about my vow so I'd stick to it. rything my judge and my caseworker said,
She looked happy. She got pregnant. I oriented myself on the windowless bus to the
started hunting jobs. Outside the big places, processing center—north by northwest, upthe Sears and the Arnold's and the Firestone, state or the shallow Midwest, no more than
I stared at their big bold signs and thought, four hundred miles from the city—I pegged
Somewhere, whoever owns you, or maybe accents and tallied minutes and made myself
someone on their board, they taught me make friends with three of the other Tenners
something they weren't supposed to teach. I on the bus, low-rent types like me, Wilson,
didn't get hired. I found a local dojo, in- Bibbs, and John. At the center they hosed us
wardly bristling at the use of the Japanese, down together and separated us for X-rays
and told the sifu I'd been learning wing chun and MRIs and then shaved the sides of our
for six months but had disagreed with the heads. I remembered touching the curve of
philosophy of my former teacher. He gave Melanie's cheek and telling her her nose didme an inscrutable look—he was a white guy n't have to be straight. I cleared my head and
in his 50s and his glasses hid his eyes—but introduced myself to the fat, smiling doctor,
he took me on. I found a peace there, a who said his name was Pearson. They put
blankness, just me and my muscles and the me in the chair and I repeated that in my
head, his and the names from the bus, I
breath in my chest.
There were no public records of what I'd broke down how far we must have come,
done while I'd been under. That was part of then my heart got too fast to count and I forthe contract. I had no memory of my eight got what I was memorizing and memorized
months; that was, too. Their recruitment it all: the pressure of the straps on my wrists,
signs plastered the subway trains: "You the sweat sliming up along my hairline, the
spend 30% of your life asleep. Why not steely scent of the fluid as they moved it to
my IV, a nurse behind me asking what I'd
spend 10% with us?"
When the cops knocked on our door, done (is it a boy or a girl), me opening my
Mel's face went as white as spilled rice. "I sand-dry mouth, saying—nothing.
It's not like waking, coming back. When
told you," she said.
"It's a fine," I said. "Just unlicensed sale. you wake, you remember you've been
asleep, and that you've dreamed, even if the
Just a fine."
I opened the door. A cop with a toothpick memory of those dreams is as hard to call
in the corner of his mouth spread a warrant back as how you felt as a child. Just blankin my face while his blonde partner cuffed ness, then your sight and your skin and your
my hands. In our bedroom, they found a gun ears snap on like a TV and you don't know
I didn't own. At court, the judge gave me a what's wrong until the eye of your mind tells
choice: three years in prison, or fifteen you Hey, Dr. Pearson's shaved his stubble,
months unpaid in the Corporate Works Pro- that nurse has a ring on her finger, the walls
gram. I took the months. I told Melanie for are shiny like fresh paint. Snow blanketed
the thousandth time it wasn't my gun. Her the asphalt out front. On the bus to the reface was puffy and tear-wet; I couldn't tell lease center, I repeated my memories like a
from not seeing me in fifteen months or from mantra. On the train home, I borrowed a pen
and wrote them down. I found myself watchdeciding she'd never see me again.
I could make myself go calm. I'd found ing passengers to think what I'd do when I
That's the last they get from me."
"You gonna eat your pickle?"
"I should take it home in a doggie bag." I
shoved my plate his way. "Gonna be too
poor to waste anything now."
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ner deli, drank one on the train home and
sold the others. I woke with a hangover, told
Mel I was off to make some applications,
then went to a coffee shop, logged on, and
yellowpaged Dr. Pearson. He wasn't there,
but he had a footprint in other corners of the
net. Lived upstate. That night I called Hank
and we worked the trains until the sun came
up. Parole hearing that weekend, I told Mel.
I hid my knife in my belt and she kissed me
"What is it?" Melanie said, shifting up on bye and I grabbed a bus to Bristol Lake. I
one elbow. In the darkness of the room her called his clinic and his receptionist said he
body looked different, softer. She traced the was in. I made an appointment under a fake
name and settled into a cafe with a view of
fresh pink scar on the left of my chest.
"It's work. Everywhere I go, they look at the clinic's parking lot. Humidity draped the
town as bad as the city, but it was cooler
my record and send me back out the door."
She made a noise I couldn't interpret. here, and the open space of the quiet streets
felt like shade even when there were no
"You'll find something."
I tracked Wilson down from the bus; his trees.
Dr. Pearson left the clinic with the sun
girlfriend said he had four more years under.
John had moved to Oregon. I found what I nestling the western hills. I got out on the
thought was his email but he never replied. sidewalk and watched him haul his big body
Bibbs lived way up in the Bronx off the or- to a silver sedan, which he stood outside
ange line and said come on up and to bring while he fiddled with his cell. I'd decided
beer. On the train I stood against the doors stealing a car was safer than renting one. My
and watched how people moved. They wore window was too brief for second guesses—I
tough faces, the city kids, but wore their wrapped my knife in a handkerchief and
arms and legs like designer clothes, some- bashed out its driver's window, the crash of
glass muffled but impossibly loud, then
thing to look good in, nothing more.
Bibbs looked as happy to see me as for climbed in, my hands rerouting the car's
the Rheingold under my arm. His apartment palm lock as automatically as they'd beaten
was dark and smelled like dust and ciga- down the mugger on the subway platform a
rettes. By the trash basket in the middle of year and a half ago. I was fast, but the doctor
the room, an old shoe brimmed with ash and was four blocks down by the time I pulled
butts. We cracked a few cans and talked onto the main road, his silvery four-door
about finding jobs. He asked if I had a wife winking in the sunset. I closed as quick as I
and I told him about my kid. Probably every- dared. Five miles outside Bristol Lake, he
one says this, I told him, but I was set up: turned down a dirt road. A set of porch lights
something funny's going on up there. I shone in blinks between the black trees. I
wished I could remember what they'd had drove another mile, pulled far off the shoulder, and headed back.
me do.
I got close enough to the grounds to learn
"I once knew a guy who when the doctors
put the bypass in his head, they didn't check he didn't have a dog, then retreated into the
the leads." Bibbs leaned toward me with dark circle of woods. The night stayed warm.
drunken authority, then glanced at the win- At 10:30, his downstairs lights flipped off; a
dow like he expected to see a nose pressed few minutes after that, the yard and the upstairs went black. I waited still, letting him
against the glass. "It shorted out."
sleep, letting him dream.
"So when he got out, did he remember?"
I crossed the dark pool of his lawn. The
"Everything."
I stayed late, bought some 40s at the cor- palm pad on the back door was older than
fought them.
It was a girl. Lena, Melanie said when she
met me at the station, the kid bundled and
held on her hip. Named for my mom. I said
hello and hugged them both. Mel said she
forgave me. She'd brought roses. On the ride
home, we detoured down to Jersey and she
left them on her mother's grave.
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"I could promise I will now, then put you
under anyway."
"I'd kill you when I got out and noticed
the big blank in my memory." I clicked the
knife closed. "What they're doing with me,
do you think it's right?"
"How the hell should I know? You're a
criminal, aren't you? What does it matter
what they do with you once you're under?"
"They're stealing my life."
He blew air through his nose, deflating
like a settling sheet. "I can give you the first
week. When they bring you back to make
sure it took, I'll have to fix it then."
I nodded. "You'll see me soon."
"You just got out."
"If I volunteer before they decide to arrest
me again, at least my wife will see some
money." I dropped my eyes to my feet. I'd
tracked mud and wet grass onto his carpet.
"Thank you, doctor."
He raised a hesitant hand as I turned
away. Two months, I thought, and then I was
gone.

sin. It was like watching someone else slip
on the gloves, unfold the knife, climb the
stairs. I touched the blade to the folds of his
throat and let him scream.
"Don't!" he said, dimpling into the mattress. "Take anything. It's yours."
"I know." I stepped back and clicked on
the bedside lamp to let him see my face. "Dr.
Pearson."
His lips went white. "Marley. Tom Marley." With a shock, I recognized the look
stealing over his eyes: a man calculating how
not to die. "What do you want?"
"Don't look so surprised. You trained me
for this."
"I haven't done anything."
"You have," I said, suddenly convinced. I
put the knife behind my back. He stared at
my waist. "They'll put me under again no
matter what I do. I might as well kill you."
"So move. Leave the country. You always
have a choice."
"They don't let felons fly." I flipped out
the knife, then hid it again. "I couldn't leave
my wife. My kid."
The corners of his mouth sagged. "It was
supposed to be volunteers."
"What else was it supposed to be?"
"I don't know," he said. I showed him the
knife and he pressed himself against the
headboard. "Do I look like a Rockefeller? I
hear things when I stitch you up, when they
make me check your bypass every damn
month. I don't even know who you work
for."
"Who brings me in for checkups?"
"You come in yourself and leave with
some company ghost. HemiCo, but he
wouldn't tell you anything even if you could
find him." Pearson wriggled upright in his
bed and met my eyes. "Are you going to kill
me?"
I shook my head. "There's something else
you can do for me."
"I don't know anything else."
"Sabotage my mnemonic bypass."
He went still, then jerked his chin.
"They'd kill me."
"Not if I kill them before they know
what's wrong."
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"How was the hearing?" Mel said, drawing back. She flicked a blade of grass from
my sleeve.
"Good as I could have hoped," I said.
"What are you doing today? You and Lena?"
"I thought we'd go clubbing." She gave
me a look. "I don't know. Watch some TV."
"Let's go to Central Park. Watch some
ducks instead."
"They do a lot of hiring at the park? What
kind of salary do trees pull?"
"That can wait. She's my daughter. I need
to spend time with her."
Mel frowned at the floor. "Just her?"
"Oh, I guess you can come."
We watched the ducks. The day was hot
and awful; kids booted a soccer ball around
the lawn while we sweated in the shade.
Lena yanked fistfuls of grass and shook them
from her fat, tiny fingers. I worried about
bugs biting her. Mel licked moisture from
her lip, scowling, then retied her hair for the
third time that afternoon.
"Is this everything you thought it would
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"Don't do it," she said, pinning my eyes
with hers. "You can find something else."
"This isn't something I want to do."
"Then why are you doing it?"
I talked more, but I had no answer she
could believe. What I remember is silence
like a streetlight under snow, the days between then and when I left shifting by in
wordless breakfasts, of Mel on the couch and
the TV while I walked and sweated and
tasted the exhaust and steam of the city summer, in afternoons on the rug with Lena
while Mel bought groceries and diapers or
went for lunch with her friends. Then it was
time: I hugged her and she hugged me back
so hard that, when they gave me my physical
at the processing center after the long bus
ride, they asked about the small crescent
scabs on my shoulders. I made up a lie about
sex and the doctor laughed through his nose.
He was thin, pale, a strip of wiry gray hair
around the back of his head like laurels. My
blood pressure was high, he said. I asked
where Dr. Pearson was. Prepping for the procedure, the doctor said, fixing on me. I
laughed and explained that, as far as I could
remember, Dr. Pearson had always been
painless with me. The doctor chuckled and
cleared me.
Pearson made no sign he knew me as the
nurses shaved the side of my head and sunk
an IV in my arm. Fog crept in the edges of
my sight and I tried to catch Pearson's eye
but his broad back was turned. The nurse
asked me a question, but then I knew nothing
at all.

be?"
"Heavenly," I said. "Is heaven the hot
one?"
"Scoot back," she said, shooing me. I
leaned back on my elbows and she nestled
the back of her head into my stomach. "Your
hips are all bony."
"Kung fu's good for more than killing
people." I touched the film of sweat across
her forehead, ran my finger along the curve
of her ear. I knew if I walked past the trees
to my right I could see the Upper East Side,
but the city felt far away. Distantly, I thought
of moving to Argentina, to Iceland; if we'd
had the money, I might have been able to
convince Mel it wasn't crazy. Beside me,
Lena stuffed a fistful of dirt into her mouth
and laughed.
I told Mel I was having hard luck, then
spent the time I was supposed to be hunting
jobs walking the city, hitting old neighborhoods, restaurants I'd loved and forgotten. I
thought about calling some friends I hadn't
seen for years, but knew it wouldn't mean
anything. I don't know what I was looking
for. I'd be back soon—for good, if I did it
right—but it felt like saying goodbye. By
night I'd keep myself awake until Mel eased
into sleep in my arms, waiting in the dimness
to see her eyes shifting beneath their lids,
metronymic in REM, then I'd untangle and
slip to the other room to watch Lena beneath
her hand-stitched blanket and the soft green
glow of her nightlight. I promised myself I'd
go in six weeks, then stretched it out to
seven, nine. I had no way to know whether
they'd force me under in six months or two
days. Three months to the day after I'd been
released from my last bid, I made the call.
Mel was quiet when I told her I couldn't
get hired and I was going back under. I
waited for her to say something, then explained it was best if I went now, while Lena
was still too young to remember. I promised
her it would be the last time; that much was
true. I told her she needed to trust me.
"You sell booze on the subway," she said.
"You kept a loaded gun in our house. There's
no trust in all you've done to tear us apart."
"This one last time."
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Going under, in some ways, is exactly
like waking in the middle of a dream—the
anesthesia is thicker than the thickest sleep;
you remember some things at once, a vague
sense of self and what you've got to get done
that day, but other parts stay hidden, emerging at last with the sharpness of remembering your heart has been broken. The first
thing I knew was that I wouldn't know
whether the bypass was disabled until I woke
at the end and either remembered what I was
seeing now or looked back on this time and
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they told me what they'd done to Mel's
mother and how they could do the same to
Mel, and later, when Lena was born, to her,
too. I was a ghost; if I tried to reach my other
life from here, all I'd touch was death.
Three days later I got the call and went in
to pick up the pictures and the profile. I
killed the rest of the week planning, and the
day before I was to leave for the farmhouse
outside Chengdu, I was sent to the clinic for
my checkup. Pearson was there, as I remembered he would be. As he fitted the mask to
my mouth, his brows flicked up. I shook my
head.
That was the first thing I remembered
when I came back, that sad smile on his fat
face. It was trying to tell me something but
the anesthesia fog didn't lift until I'd been
two hours on the train. For a minute then I
was just catching pieces of it—my shirt
sticking to my back on the drive into Buffalo, the scar on Marsden's chin, wiping the
dust from the TV in the quiet of my tworoom apartment—then it burst in my head
like a dropped glass and I saw it all till the
moment Pearson had knocked me out and
reinstated the bypass in my brain.
I felt a hand on my shoulder and grabbed
it, meaning to yank it and break it. I registered the blue of the conductor's sleeve.
"Everything all right?" he said, letting his
hand be squeezed.
"Sorry," I said. "My wife's mom died."
He gave my hand another squeeze, said
he was sorry, and moved along. The skyline
resolved in the haze and I pressed my fingers
to the window but when the platform had
cleared I still hadn't found Mel. I waited,
then went home. My key didn't fit the lock.
She had moved with Lena to Jersey, outside Princeton; she was too pretty to stay single for long. Behind the smoked windows of
my rented car, I watched her scoop up a toddler with Lena's face and carry her across the
crosswalk. On the other side, she set Lena
down and hugged a tall man in a black coat.
I drove back to the city.
I gave it a week, then called the company.

saw only a mute and seamless blank. Currently, I was in a bed in a small, warm room,
and I remembered I'd awoken here or in one
like it before. I remembered puffs of dust
from the far end of an open range and a target blurring in my scope as the rifle jerked
into my shoulder. I remembered breaking my
thumb on the wooden dummy in the dojo
and returning the next day with my hand cast
in a thick plaster glove. I remembered lying
beneath a lean-to in the cold woods with an
out-of-uniform HemiCo ghost watching over
me. I remembered thinking how I could kill
him and light out—screw my thumb into his
eye, crush his windpipe with the blade of my
hand, or simply kick out his knee and then
kick him to death on the ground—but I remembered, too, that it would do no good. I
had already tried, and they had shown me
just how much more they could take.
My boss and only contact was a man
named Marsden. I drove to his office in Buffalo and I saw his red-knuckled hands and
the dotty stubble of his shaved scalp and remembered joking with him in his car while
rain tapped the roof and we waited for an
executive whose disappearance would make
local news three days later.
"Came back quick this time." Marsden
flipped off his monitor and bulged his lower
lip at me.
"I felt like I had to."
"Never know how that stuff will work."
He sniffed; some far part of my second mind
reminded me he had a perpetually runny
nose. "Ready for the next one?"
"Unless you'd rather pay me to sit here
doing nothing."
"Afraid I'm already filling that position,"
he smiled. "Call you in a couple days. Apartment's where you left it."
It didn't matter. I drove to my room and
lay in my bed remembering how hard I'd
schemed, when I first learned what I was being trained for, to smuggle what I knew back
to my other life: a tattoo, a subcutaneous
chip, an email to Mel, but when I mailed the
letter to myself at my cousin Rob's house
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But I doubted she kept pictures, and memories fray and thin like the knees of old
jeans—in another five years, if she was
ready to forgive me, would she recognize me
at once, or would she step back, one hand
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rising, unfelt, to touch her cheek, until she
saw me in the gray of her daughter's eyes?
To me, it would feel like no more than a few
days.
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The Recycled Man
(part two)
by Rob Sharp

There was a thumping in his head as Finn
woke up. Not like the usual whisky hangovers he had every morning—this one was
accompanied by screams. The Tallyman sat
bolt upright on the bed, Salamander already
in hand. Even before he struggled to get his
pants back on, he stuffed the business end of
the gas-fired gun with perfume beads
snatched from a shallow bowl next to Julie's
bed.
Ever since the two attempts on his life—
ha!—his second life—the universe had been
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turned upside down, and shaken vigorously.
He was just a dead man trying to keep his
own books balanced in this dour recycled
world. 18 months dead, with a custom made
personality programmed into his fucking
brain; which told him he was a debt collector, a corporate executioner, and a dog
lover... Not a bloody moving target!
There was no sign of Julie Francisco, the
doctor turned sex-worker he had just spent
Happy Hour with, and the screams were getting louder from right outside the door. Sec50

propaganda. Those political throwbacks that
still kicked against the worldwide Corporate
system. Government run as and by a Business. Strewth, history had shown communism never worked, and democracy went
down the pan shortly after that. The world
was a better place under the direct control of
Global Conglomerates.
Then, maybe that was just his reprogramming talking.
Finn gave up trying to pacify his attacker.
With a belch of fire, the gun launched its
jagged chunk of plaster and impaled the man
in his left shoulder. The window cleaner
looked at the offending item and then returned his full psychopathic attention to trying to smear the Tallyman over all four
walls.
"Finn5612. The last two kills you have
been involved with have severe repercussions. You must report in person to the fucking Office now!" Kassandra was getting a
little annoyed.
"I'm on my way..." lied the Tallyman.
"What's that noise in the background? Did
you just discharge your weapon again?" the
disembodied voice of his handler squawked
in his ear.
Finn hastily cut her off.
"Don't you dare blow him up in my
room!" he heard Julie shout from somewhere
in the corridor. This raised his game slightly.
The screams he had heard mustn't have been
hers.
"Well how am I supposed to get this lunatic off my case?" he shouted back through
the wrecked doorway.
"You let him out..." the man suddenly
butted in, tears now welling in his eyes.
"Mum said that he had to stay in the garden,
but you let him out!"
The pole caught Finn square in the chest,
knocking the breath out of him. Straddled
across the bed, wheezing for air, he watched
in detached horror as the man loomed over
him and raised his weapon above his head,
poised to slam it down and spear the Tallyman through the heart.
At the last possible moment, Finn hauled
himself to one side, the weapon ripping

onds later, the sliding panel was smashed in
by someone tall and armed with a length of
scaffolding, who stood in the settling dust of
the corridor.
"I know who you were..." said a grating
voice through the haze.
With an almighty swing, the man nearly
took the top off Finn's head.
The Tallyman's finger strained on the trigger of his Salamander. It was an easy shot.
The perfumed balls should have enough alcohol in them to create a stream of blazing,
adhesive pellets. But this was Julie's house,
her place of work. She wouldn't be too
pleased if it went up in smoke.
"Just put that fucking pole down and let's
talk about this," he said, trying the diplomatic route. Finn was rubbish at the diplomatic route. Just to irk him a little bit more,
HeadSpace went off with that annoying
buzz. The Office again.
His manic attacker, who was a young man
clothed in the dark blue boiler suit of a hirize window cleaner, also thought he was
rubbish at the diplomatic route. With a sudden twist of the pole, he tried to shove the
eight foot improvised weapon through Finn's
stomach.
"Finn—back on the Book, immediately,"
twittered his handler Kassandra in one ear.
"Busy now... I'll call back!" Finn replied,
as the scaffolding grazed past his chest and
embedded itself in the bedroom wall behind
him.
Pouring the perfumed balls back out of
the gun's muzzle into the palm of his hand,
he slipped them into his trouser pocket.
Scooping up a sharp chunk of plasterglaze
from the wrecked wall, he rammed that
home instead.
"You swore on the Lions that this would
always matter," his assailant babbled. Finn
wondered, almost absent-mindedly what the
young man had died of and what cock-eyed
insurance contract he'd taken out that had
placed him in the hands of the reanimators.
"This country... this green, verdant land
should not be stripped away and sold overseas, bit by bit!"
Now the nutter was spouting democrat
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pulled low to hide his face from the peepers,
but his mind was still in trauma.
He and Julie had pulled just enough out of
the kid's skull to confirm that he too was initialised on the same day as Finn and his previous two assailants. Julie had not been able
to translate enough glyphs to identify which
body shop had done the deed, but she promised to HeadSpace it to him as soon as the
figures popped out of her Babbage machine.
He offered to pay for the mess that his
xombie attacker had made, but she had
shooed him out, reminding him that his Office was getting a shade suspicious that all
was not well.
"That's why they had us medics install
kill-switches, love. For the public's greater
good. If your Office thinks you've gone a
little fruit-loops too, they can switch you off
quicker than a 10 dollar light bulb!"
Sat on the Accelerator, he wondered why
the idea that his employers had created a
fail-safe system in their recycled men was
such a shock to him. That they could permanently terminate his contract on a whim? It
wasn't as if he was a second-class citizen any
more. He simply had no class. Dead man
walking... still paying off his own debts that
he had incurred in an unknown life.
"I know who you were," the voice of his
last assailant echoed around his head, as the
Accelerator shot between the round towers
of Hurricane City on its single magnetic rail.
It wasn't as if he had never wondered before what his original name had been,
whether he had been married or if there had
been any children left behind when he had
died. It was just now, these recycled maniacs
seemed to know more about his forgotten
past than he did.
Which made it all the more tempting to
try and find out who he had once been...
"Don't be such a fool," Julie had reprimanded him as she had helped him to dress.
"That is the unforgivable. The ultimate sin.
You try and fish out who you were before
they brought your body back, and you'll be
on the slab with another personality being
jammed into your head before nightfall!"
Some of the perfumed balls had squished

down his left shoulder blade. Not for the first
time did he thank the Company for installing
a morphine shunt embedded under his left
armpit. For a moment the two antagonists
stared at each other, face to face. There was
only one thing he could do... Finn bit down
hard on the young man's nose and wouldn't
let go.
Fist flailing and roaring like a bull in
pain, the attacker punched him again and
again in the belly. In a blur of movement,
Finn could see Julie stood behind them both,
with some hand-held gizmo as she frantically crunched in the numbers.
"Keep him off you for just a few more..."
she began. Then the man suddenly collapsed
heavily across Finn's bruised body.
"...seconds..." Julie finished, lowering her
remote device.
Finn lay there on his back looking up at
that familiar ceiling, catching his breath, and
wiping the taste of his attackers blood from
his mouth. It didn't take an expert to tell him
his dancing partner was dead and it was
nothing to do with his actions.
Heaving the corpse off him with his last
ounce of energy, he sat up and rubbed the
sweat from his face with his crumpled shirt.
He glanced over to the ashen-faced Julie, in
her pink silk dressing gown and fluffy rabbit
slippers.
"How did you do that?" he asked, nodding at the deceased man.
"Every one of you has a biological killswitch, Finn. Just needed to find the right
algorithms."
He stared open-mouthed at the ex-doctor.
"I never knew that... What would have
happened if you had found the code for my
kill-switch first?"
"I'd be having this conversation with
him," she replied, tight lipped.

This whole thing was getting out of hand,
Finn mused as he sat on the cross-town Linear Accelerator to Xiang&Whitechapel's
prestigious offices. He had cleaned himself
up as best he could, with his coat hiding
most of the damage and his round fedora
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your own and what had been programmed
into you as you lay on the slab. Like Finn, a
second-lifer only began to realised what a
violation had been done to them when it was
too late.

over them both and the odour filled up his
senses, drowning out the smell of his own
sweat. He couldn't help noticing how deuced
good she looked, all dishevelled and up close
like this. She had committed a crime for him.
She had used classified knowledge to turn
off one of his would-be murderers. Now they
had to cover up far more than illegally tapping into other people's persona-maps.
Before he left to answer the Office call,
they kissed. It hurt him to leave her alone to
dispose of the body. Finn didn't remember
feeling this way before in his long eighteen
months of shelf life. Just for a second, the 'L'
word popped into his head. Then he dismissed it just as quickly. That didn't happen
to a corpsicle.
Things churned over in his mind. He kind
of guessed that if he had had time to break
into his last assailant's living space, he would
find the place trashed and that damn eye
graffiti sprayed on the wall again. What was
this all to do with the anarchist, Ra?
In his initial briefings by the Company on
the various democratic terrorist organisations, the current intel couldn't prove
whether Ra was a group identity or a single
man. These 22nd century hippies chipped
away at the Company laws; smuggling bad
debtors out of the country, helping people
escape the recycling clauses in their life-term
contracts. He had read somewhere that ten
years ago, 5% of the world's population had
entered into repossession of their lifeless
corpse, to balance the book on their life. The
latest figures now suggested this figure was
more like 27%—and rising.
Death was the fastest growing business in
the modern world.
It seemed such a little price to pay for being financially looked after in life. No funeral expenses for the deceased's family and
sometimes a further cash settlement to the
next of kin. What was the harm?
Ask any recycled man that question. Ask
them what they thought about during their
new, brief life, with all their greatest assets,
their memories and personality stripped from
them. Living a half-life with a fictional persona, always wondering what actions were
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The central offices of Xiang&Whitechapel
were a prestigious affair. Nestled in the heart
of the James Brown tower block, they had
been built and fitted out in the more frivolous age of the late 21st century. Someone
once described it as Art Deco meets Marvel
Comics. Finn had hunted for several days for
books on those two eclectic art styles.
Hat still pulled low, he walked between
the sightless twin statues of some forgotten
Greek deities, into the vast oval arena of the
office floor, with its domed roof decorated
with stain-glass art work. Holographic sights
and surround sounds were being projected
up from the business floor via a variety of
Babbage machines—like a luminescent
waltz of light, movement and sound. On the
balcony surrounding the business floor,
armed Politz thugs were patrolling, their
guns mounted on gimbals and pointed inward. The office joke was, whether this was
to keep anarchistic elements out, or keep the
workers in. No one was ever really sure.
Hurricane City was constantly on an uneasy alert, as was the whole Northern European Block, due to democratic insurrections.
These were mainly graffiti and lurid slogans,
such as "Votes for the People!' sprayed on
national monuments. But there had been
shootings and there had been explosions.
Who exactly had done these deeds was questionable, but it had been decided in the
boardrooms, long ago, that every good Corporate State needed an enemy to keep its
Citizens sharp.
Kassandra Pi, ravishing in her auburn
wool pencil skirt, magenta silk blouse with
padded shoulders, with her copper hair piled
up in the present WW2/gauche fashion fad,
was not in a good mood.
"You are in so much deep doo-doo,
Finn5612!" she berated Finn from her bucket
seat before he had even set foot on the office
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him freeze to the spot.
"Oh, you naughty, naughty boy..." his
handler muttered, her fingers tripping over
the lightkeyboard. "You've picked up a bug!"
Finn knew the routine. Hands flat out on
the table before him, an armourlite Politz
officer relieved him of his Salamander and a
second mute Company thug ran a detection
rod across his body. It beeped when the rod
was passed over his left forearm. Still leaning on the table with his right hand, the
Tallyman allowed Kassandra to slip his left
coat sleeve off and roll up his shirt. Embedded in his arm was the tiniest of bumps.
Around any modern city, cleansed of
most natural insect life, buzzed miniature
peepers on tiny wings. Little industrial spies.
Once they landed on an unsuspecting person,
they would burrow into thick clothing or
even under the skin, to transmit Corporate
secrets back to rival Companies. Slipping on
a microthin pair of rubber gloves, Kassandra
took great delight cutting into his skin with a
disposable scalpel to remove the cybernetic
bug.
What no one noticed, just as Finn and
Julie had planned, was he had never removed his thumb from the input pad. With
his files wide open, out of their usual impenetrable digital vaults, he was streaming
everything he could see via HeadSpace back
to the pleasure rooms.
That little bit of theatre done with, with
weapon returned, Finn strode casually back
out of the offices, leaving Kassandra to dissect the bug he'd picked up and see who was
tagging her Tallymen.
"There were a full eight bodies initialised
in your pack," Julie's voice came over HeadSpace, once he was out of
Xiang&Whitechapel peeper range. "There
was you, the three you have killed and three
more who have committed suicide in the last
fifteen hours."
"No coincidence there. Something went
wrong when they brought us back. Something at the body shop where the reanimation
was done..." he muttered, pretending to look
over the balcony at the Elephant Gardens
from an elevated walkway, laid out in stacks

floor proper. "Two dead bodies to log and
process... Companies to be contacted and
remuneration bonds to be discussed... Several citizen injuries and one Gonzo-bot destruction to place on your book. This is going to tie me down with RedLegislation for a
deuced week!"
Flamboyantly, his handler kissed him on
both cheeks, whipping the round brimmed
hat off his head before she did so.
"You're such a naughty guy! If we didn't
have dozens of peeper digi-files to back you
up, we'd be looking at a serious spanking
here!" she grinned, wiping a smudge of dirt
from one cheek, like a mother would her favourite son. Kassandra was barely 22 years
old and a born handler. She loved playing
the femme fatal, and Finn's little exploits had
earned her multiple-bonuses in the last eighteen months. Greed was her god.
But the Tallyman was breathing an inner
sigh of relief. There was no mention of a
third body. Julie must have managed to spirit
it away, with the help of her slightly dodgy
business connections.
"What those two bozos were on, we could
only guess at. CEO Bok of
Xiang&Whitechapel has counselled the
European Northern Block Multi-Corporate
Committee for increased drugs tests on recycled employees. There's enough substance
abuse amongst the living, without frying the
minds of the dead too!"
Finn resisted the reply that she should
know.
Robotically, he placed his thumb on one
of the input pads on Kassandra's table to log
in. He noticed she had his files-to-book already pulled up in a holographic stack. The
input pad pinged away for a few seconds before it gave him the green light. How Julie
had been able to mask what had happened to
him in the last few hours was beyond him.
She really did know the workings of a crown
of thorns inside out.
Then the rocket went up.
Ten-point alarms began to clang around
the office floor, as Kassandra's desk began to
pulse with a sickly green light. The clack and
hum of maser rifles training on him, made
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ner. All nice camouflage. Tentatively, Finn
began to climb up the creaking stairs.
Three floors up, the walls were suddenly
white, having been skimmed with a vegetable resin. White metallic doors lined the corridor, sliding into invisible frames, each with
a newly installed thumb pad next to them.
Peeper boxes clustered around each entrance, little red lights winking to show they
were awake.
The body shop had a conservative brass
plaque next to its door. He stuck his thumb
in the usual place and the ironglass shard
overrode any security code, making the door
hiss open. Like an animal must have felt being taken to the vet, back when people were
allowed to keep pets, Finn felt ill at ease.
The pristine white walls with their lowenergy blue light lines resonated with the
sense of death.
At least they did to him, because this was
where he had been reborn.
No one seemed to be around. The narrow
entrance soon opened up into a large floor
The lower levels of Hurricane City lost some space, sectioned off with opaque curtains
of the shine, which the Companies liked to into separate cubicles. The soft hiss of pneukeep in their business and social districts. matic pumps and an odd clickerty-clack
Old heating ducts and exhumed sewer pipes came from all sides. His heart beating a little
had been revealed as the city had burrowed faster, Finn risked pulling the nearest curtain
deeper below the rising sea level to create aside.
There were eight slabs grouped around a
new foundations. Reaching Apple Way, Finn
knew he was getting close to his destination. central medicGonzo behind the grey curtain.
The moving pavements ran out and he had to Only three tables were occupied in this particular resurrection suite—all heads pointing
walk.
The body shop of Sweeny Todd Esquire inward. Their naked bodies were covered
sat in an old converted mill, which had been with flimsy green sheets, their vital organs
reinforced over thirty years ago when the hooked up to tubes and wires as the Gonzo
pillar-shells of Hurricane were first raised. monitored and breathed for each of them.
Its red brickwork, encased in a peeling rein- Whilst the sound of clicking needles came
forced gel looked almost unreal. How any- from a host of spider-like Waldos that were
thing that old had stood up to two centuries working frantically on the cadavers' exposed
brains.
of climatic corrosion was a mystery.
Cutting, slicing and cauterising... Finn
Inside, the place was a similar time capsule to things best forgotten. Squeezing could feel the bile rising in his throat.
In the next area, seven more bodies were
through the rotting wooden door, on terminally rusted hinges, one energy-saving light being prepped for a new life. In the one bebulb lit an empty hall-way and staircase. yond that, five. The automatic surgeons
Cracks patterned the walls, the bare staircase shaving away slivers of human brain and
was littered with mouse droppings and there dropping the pieces into recycling bins, makwas a dead pigeon rotting slowly in one cor- ing way for the artificial crown of thorns.

and home to various rescued species of African wildlife.
"The other survivor of batch ST9/RL/
Jun8/2102 is called John9595. Funny that...
he's a Tallyman too for Xiang&Whitechapel.
No information on who you were before you
died. That's perfectly normal. A Company
purchases clean and newly personalised
corpsicles from the independent body shops.
They have no interest in who the xombie's
were before they died. Information like that
should be held at the body shop in question."
He held his breath. She was grandstanding again.
"Which is?" he finally got out.
"The rather darkly titled, Sweeny Todd
Esquire. Somebody's got a sick sense of humour."
"Let's see if they're still laughing after I've
paid them a fucking visit," Finn replied, already following the map Julie had placed
inside his mind.
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stole from the Office. I've always had my
doubts about Kassandra's honesty. I presume
some illegal peeper embedded in her desk
told her I'd hacked into my personal file?"
The Doctor pulled a face. "Now you've
spoiled my little reveal. How do you think a
handler like her affords fine dresses and supports several nasty habits? A few backhanders from the body shops here... a touch
of blackmail there... you'd be surprised what
that little minx gets up to!"
"No I wouldn't," Finn scowled. "So,
what's the game, doctor? Why have snippets
of my original memories been scattered
through a complete batch of recycled cadavers?"
"A fascinating accident, I'm afraid. I can't
claim the cerdit for that one. But what I think
you really want is to find out who you once
were. What all those dreams and visions
mean." He patted a fat, innocuous looking
drum, embedded in the brick wall next to
him. "It's all stored here in the shop coreframe."
Johannson sat down in a swivel chair, the
fat barrelled weapon beginning to grow
heavier. Finn could already detect a tremor
in the man's right hand.
" By the way—I've already cheated and
looked. Your parents bought Scruffy as a
pup when you were four years old. They
thought it would teach you some responsibility. Rather stupidly, they left you both playing in that tiny front garden somewhere on
the new south coast, and you left the gate
open, silly boy... Scruffy got converted into
road-kill when a five-coach wagon train flattened him. Never should have allowed those
lorry-trains to take the C roads."
Finn suddenly felt an odd lurch inside his
gut. His eyes began to prickle at the image of
that little dog swam back into his memory
and he had to chew his bottom lip for a moment, to try and regain some composure.
"Do you get off rummaging through dead
men's memories, Johannson?" he asked. The
gun jerked back up, aiming for his face.
"Only the special ones. And you, my boy,
were very special... Mark." Johannson
smiled at him, regaining the upper hand.

Preparing the dead to receive their new personas.
It was all sickeningly fascinating, as the
Tallyman watched limbs being replaced,
muscles toned and plastic surgery alter faces.
Wouldn't be good for business if a widow
had a screaming fit in her local WAXTescoMicrosoft as she bumped into her dead
husband.
It all left Finn cold, as he imagined himself and the seven other bodies in batch ST9/
RL/Jun8/2102 being cleansed of everything
that made them who they once were. Waiting to be initialised. Born again into the allembracing, Corporate world, where the average Citizen didn't give a fig about their recycled cousins.
Shelter+Warmth+Food+Occasional Sex
= A Happy Citizen.
"Really... for a Tallyman, you do blunder
into things like an amateur," said a cold, articulate voice from behind Finn. "Now, remove your Salamander with the thumb and
forefinger of your left hand and drop it in
that medical waste bin next to you," the
voice commanded.
In the reflective stainless steel surfaces
around him, Finn could see the distorted image of a short man dressed in green. The
man, a doctor by his clothes, was pointing a
blunt gun at the Tallyman's back. He calculated the distance between them, and then let
out a sigh. Doing as he was ordered, he
dropped his ornate weapon into the metal
container, where it landed with a dull squish
amongst the body waste.
Without waiting to be told otherwise,
Finn turned to face his captor.
The middle-aged doctor with an almost
hairless head but an impressive moustache,
smiled wryly. He had a gap between his two
front teeth. Finn smiled back, as best he
could. You didn't see many moustaches
these days. Plus, you didn't see many illegal
African Corps masers pointing at you either.
"Nice piece," he tried to get the conversation going, nodding at the gun.
"You haven't a clue who I am, have you?"
"Well actually, I have. You're Doctor
Karsten Johannson, from the information I
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first hooked you up, I thought you were
dead! If I wasn't so deuce lazy I'd write a paper on how a living patient's memories can
be scattered through any number of linked
resurrected brains. As you gasped your last,
all those private little memories must have
flooded through the Gonzo-system to your
fellow Recycs. Must have driven them raving-crazy!"
"It's the thought that kills," Finn snorted.
"Still trying to be a clever bugger eh,
Mark? Not on your own this time, though.
Kassandra's traced the little line from you to
your pet strumpet. Sending round the Tallymen for her as we speak. But you're still the
clever college boy with all the smart answers. You and your politically extinct pals
sat in your retro-coffee bars discussing the
next revolution. I mean—democracy? Don't
make me laugh! When Joe Public had the
right to vote, back in the day when he was
using up the Earth's resources like there was
no tomorrow, what did he do with it? Sat on
his fat backside in front of the Mural, too
bone-idle to go out and put a cross on a scrap
of paper!
"People need the Company. The Company feeds and clothes them and keeps them
in work. Educates their sluggish brats and
even takes their mortal remains away when
they choke to death on their spun Soya burgers."
He raised the gun a little higher, an insane
gleam in his eye, his finger tightening on the
trigger.
"Is it such a high price for the Company
to demand its pound of flesh in return?"
There was a loud retort, as Finn's Salamander went off in the waste bin.
Shrapnel and bone fragments ripped out
through the side of the container, tearing
through the doctor's right leg, severing it just
below the knee.
Johannson's mouth opened in a silent
scream, as Finn took two steps forward and
caught him as he fell, disarming him with
ease. With a deft judo flick, he dropped the
little man flat on his back on one of the
empty slabs.
"Julie... Get out of there now! They

"Mark..." Finn repeated, rolling the name
around with his tongue. It was proving difficult to stick to the game plan. "So what happened? How did the operation screw up?"
The doctor waved the maser around in a
distracted sort of way.
"Do you know the oldest a Recyc lives
to? Eight pathetically short years. You all go
mad, often before then... that's what the constant psych screening is really for. That
yawning gulf behind you and your lost past
eats away at you like a cancer, until we have
to put you down like the animals you are and
re-initialise you all over again."
"Something to look forward to, I suppose," Finn shrugged.
This ticked his captor off a touch.
"You think you're all so deuce clever!
Pain management, reinforced skeletal structure, increased stamina... personality created
by lottery rotation from a Babbage. But you,
Mark... You thought you were the bee's
knees when you were first alive!"
The doctor laughed and sat back in his
chair. Finn gritted his teeth. The trajectory
had been better when he had been sat forward.
"Little Mark Brass... still pining for his
mummy's embrace. The things I could tell
you about you..."
The Tallyman just smiled. It was time to
play his joker.
"I was still alive, wasn't I, when you
hooked me into your machines? A learned
friend of mine told me that there was no way
any remnants of memory could be retained
after initialisation—let alone passed down
the line—from dead mind to dead mind. So I
had to be alive, laid out on one of those tables with spider-knives cutting into my
brain... as you killed me."
He spoke the words as cold as that. Finn
had worked it out between the Office and the
body shop, but couldn't quite believe it was
true. Until the expression of rage on Johannson's face confirmed his darkest suspicions.
The Company had had him murdered.
The doctor leaned forward again, both
hands around the shaking maser.
"The docket said you were dead. When I
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She held out a hand, as he raised his Salamander.
"Wait! Is Johannson dead?"
"Near enough," Finn replied, tersely.
"Good. John wants to see you. Sort all
this out."
"John?"
"John9595. The recycled man who ended
up with the lion's share of your old memories..."
The lion's share. Now wasn't that something. There was a joke hiding in there,
somewhere, waiting to roar. But Finn quietly
holstered his gun and followed the girl with
the curly hair through the foundations of
Hurricane City. Wanting this all done.
Wanting an end to it.

know!" he shouted into HeadSpace. There
was no reply from the other end—only
static.
As the doctor began to scream with the
delayed pain, Finn silently pinned him down
with metal restraints. Picking a water resistant pen from a little rack next to the still
bank of spiders, he drew a neat dotted line
across the man's forehead.
"You wouldn't!" Johannson squealed.
"You couldn't..."
"I'm a Tallyman, doctor. You made me
capable of murder without any thoughts of
remorse. Remember... the books must always be balanced."
"No... Nooo!"
Finn leaned forward, his face inches from
his former antagonist.
"Who was I?" he croaked in a horse voice.
"I already told you! Mark Brass... your
name was Mark Brass!"
If Kassandra had sent the heavies out after Julie, it made sense that she had sent a
bunch over to Sweeny Todd's too. He didn't
have enough time to try and hack into the
shop's archives. Deftly, he punched the button to start the lobotomy process on Johannson.
"Who... was... I?" he repeated the question, as tiny buzz saws began to cut along the
dotted line.
At that moment, Finn saw how quickly a
man could go mad. His voice paralysed with
the pain, Johannson spasmodically drew
something on the table with one finger, using
his own blood as ink. Then the hand went
limp. The first incision into his cerebellum
had begun.
Finn looked quietly at the sign the dying
man had drawn and he finally realised the
truth. It was a ragged image of a single eye.
Big Brother, back after such a long time.
The sign of Ra.
Running at full tilt, time now short if not
completely out, the Tallyman crashed down
the rotting stairs and out of that charnel
house—to nearly mow down a woman with
a mass of curly auburn hair. The woman he
thought he'd killed by knocking her into the
sea the previous night.
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The boats were floating in loose formation,
drifting through the drowned streets of Old
London. The lead Viking skiff hoisting a
proud sail with the red white and blue of Ra'
eye. In their coffee-shop days, the radical
students discussing Cultural Revolution had
ripped-off Egyptian iconography just because it looked Kool.
Nelson's Column still stood proudly, if a
little weather beaten, in the centre of the lake
that was once Trafalgar Square, coated in
lichen and high tide marks. More boats of all
shapes and sizes were waiting for them
there. Finn felt suddenly unprepared in the
face of so many of the enemy and had to
fight his programming and not call in
backup.
He'd forgotten—he didn't work for the
Company any more.
As he had fled from the body shop, he
had sent a single word command back to
Kassandra's desk; to start its Babbage spewing her secrets out to the rest of the Office.
She'd have her hands full covering her own
backside for a while. But the Company, in
all its terrible glory would eventually turn its
all-consuming attention back to him.
John was waiting for him on the wooden
platform they had built around the column,
now only half its former height, the rest of it
hidden beneath the choppy waves. He was
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your... and... well, he plays a good you, let's
put it that way. Ra lived on."
"I was Ra?"
She nodded in reply to Finn's blank-faced
question.
"Corny, I know. But the graphics worked.
You came up with all the slogans too. 'Rule
Britannia, Britannia beneath the waves'. I
always liked that one."
"But now it's time to take the memories
back, Finn5612... Mark," his stand-in said
quietly.
For once, just at the right moment, the
winds that usually blew night and day
through the submerged city fell still in some
sort of reverence.
Finn knew what he had to do. There was
a pounding in his head, but his programming
knew what to do.
Ever the Tallyman, Finn drew his Salamander smoothly and pointed its business
end at John9595.
"I'm arresting you for civil terrorism, under the Inter-Company Law of 2190."
All around the flooded square, a missmatch of guns were cocked and loaded.
"Don't be such a fucking fool!" John
begged. "This was your cause. These were
your ideas! I'm just the poor bugger who had
them jammed inside his head! I've done all
of this for the downtrodden citizens of the
British Isles!"
"Democracy was always a flawed ideal,"
said Finn, and blew the platform between
them to matchwood with an explosive bullet.
The water was freezing and salty as they
both plunged beneath its surface. The smoke
and debris masking what was going on from
the rest of the urban terrorists. Both men's
heavy woollen clothing dragged them down
in a swirl of collapsing scaffolding and bubbles, their hands on each other's throats.
What was going through John's mind, the
Recyc who'd lived with another man's
memories for a year and a half, was impossible to tell. But Finn's own training had taken
over. There would be no passing the baton
on—he could never be Ra again. In a world
of red, with his HeadSpace crashing like a
machinegun to the brain, Finn had no choice

an unassuming person. Dark haired. A little
overweight for a Tallyman. Finn had probably walked right past him a dozen times
when reporting back to the Office.
The head of Ra... The top dog of the democratic terrorists, leading the double life of
a Company's Man.
"Congratulations," said Finn, "You've obviously lived my former life better than I did,
or I would have never been caught."
"I doubt that," John9595 smiled back.
"They jammed my head full of a fake identity, then all of your cruddy memories piled
on the top. Mark Brass' memories came
crashing in like a fucking tidal wave and
screwed me over. You were a real student
Meep in your day!"
"What happened? What started this
mess?" Finn asked, fingers spasming to draw
his gun. His programming ever-lurking just
beneath his skin.
This man was an enemy of the Company,
after all.
"Gemma?" John asked the girl with the
curly hair.
"We were in a demo around the Wembley
Arena. Peaceful stuff at first, until the Company decided to let off a few bombs and
blame us. They sent in the Tallymen... to
balance the books. You were shot, Mark.
They gunned you down like a dog—sorry.
Sore point, that. Mum and Dad never forgave you for Scruffy..."
The enemy of the Company is my enemy.
Balance the books. Balance... the... books...
"It's Gemma Brass, by the way. I'm your
sister." The tears of mixed emotions ran
down her face. "Sorry about the axe and the
foot and all of that. Anyway, the Company
needed information from you about Ra's activities. Johannson decided to put you on the
slab whilst you breathed, to get it out of you,
but the system crashed. As you died, your
memories were looped through the other
seven corpses. Little engram time bombs
waiting for the right moment to explode.
Which was your 100th kill. Your automatic
recall for servicing triggered them all off.
"Only John had enough of you to make
sense of it all. He'd found us not long after
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cramped when Finn returned to it later that
evening. It'd taken hours through a series of
sewer tunnels and back alleys to reach his
home again. A man wearing sodden clothes,
stinking of seawater was rather too conspicuous on the main streets of Hurricane City.
Plus there had been the peepers to sideline
and avoid.
He sat down heavily on the inflatable
chair, leaving his soaking wet coat in a heap
by the door. The prize sat on the Babbage
table, leaving small puddles of blood where
its razor sharp points touched the glass surface. Next to that, he placed a fresh carton of
whiskey.
The world inside Finn5612's head teetered on the edge of total mental collapse. He
was a Company Man. How much Company
subliminal brainwashing was tied into the
fictional persona of Finn, he had no idea. But
you don't make an army of commercial xombies without building in a ton of safeguards.
Yet John9595's artificial persona had succumbed to the lies of Mark Brass—that was
the crux of the problem. Programming or
not, Finn agreed with the psychopathic Doctor Johannson. Democracy didn't work. But
neither did Corporate Dictatorships. Only in
Africa were they more honest by calling
their CEO's 'presidents'.
He poured three fingers of whiskey into a
tumbler and stared at his prize. There had
been no time to mess about linking his mind
with the impostors. A more hands-on answer
was needed.
Julie had been right. The crown of thorns
that was sat on his table, cut from the dead
brain of John, was a thing of beauty.
Sometime soon, when all the fuss over the
body shop and Kassandra's duplicity died
down, some bright spark would wonder if he
really was that dumb to go back to his living
space. Then sometime shortly after that, the
ceiling would cave in and Politz multiple
maser fire would reduce him to a pile of dog
food. If he still had a dog that was. If anyone
still had a dog...
He placed the crumpled picture of the
scruffy little canine that may or may not

other than killing this pretender.
Good = Evil.
Balance the Books...
As they fought, both drowning beneath
the freezing waves, Finn's visor popped
neatly out of its skull-jack and the two of
them turned and tumbled, sinking deeper
into the debris of Old London. At least no
one would be able to send his kill-code
now... If John didn't do the job first.
He really hoped Julie had got clear before
the heavy mob turned up.
A ragged image of a little black and white
dog skipping down a garden path flickered
in front of the young Mark... Balance the
books, screamed the other half of his recycled brain.
You have been given a second life by the
Company. Use it wisely... Use it for us.
In a dream, Finn reached beneath the water and felt in his trouser pocket. His hand
closing around the perfume balls he'd taken
from Julie's room. The scent of her was
flooding his mind, as the lack of oxygen to
the brain began to cloud his vision causing
black blobs before his eyes.
As the two versions of the same man sank
passed the noble head of one of Trafalgar
Square's stone lions, its vacant eyes watched
their dance unfold in silence. The sunken
lions which those young, politically active
students had drifted above all those years
ago. Sworn an oath to a forgotten ideal. How
many of them were still alive?
Finn realised dimly he would probably
never know.
Loading the barrel of his Salamander with
the perfumed balls, Finn jammed the gun
into John's mouth. There was just one last,
frantic struggle as the man realised he was
dead, and the Tallyman pulled the trigger.
Even underwater, the gas gun ignited the
perfume, lighting up the inside of John's
skull and illuminating the underwater lions
for just a few seconds, whilst the impostor
burned...

The living cube seemed all the more
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have looked like his childhood pet, next to
the crown of thorns. All he had to figure out
was, was it worth it? Was surrendering himself to a series of crackpot political ideas in
order to find his childhood memories really
worth it?
Was that what really mattered, in the final
reckoning? Family... friends... old memories
like a rich glass of whiskey, trickling down

inside a man's mind. All he had to do was
jack his own crown into this one, and the
forgotten past of Mark Brass would be his—
political warts and all.
What to do... What to do...
He sighed, deeply. Whilst he decided
which road to take, he would have a little
drink.
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